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ABSTRACT
Solar fields with added natural value or, in other words, ecological solar fields, are an example
of how to combine nature development with renewable energy. Combining these functions into
a multifunctional land use could diminish the problem of limited space availability, contribute
to achieving renewable energy targets, and function as an alternative funding mechanism for
nature development. While exploring the potential of this concept in Utrecht’s Green Contour
(GC) – an area consisting of farmlands destined to become nature – the following research
question is proposed: ‘what are the barriers to and opportunities for ecological solar fields in
the Green Contour?’ As the assumption within this thesis is that the barriers and opportunities
are determined by both spatial-physical and political-institutional conditions, two research
tracks are initiated. A literature review followed by interviews with (experience) experts, such
as ecological consultancy agencies and stakeholders from existing solar fields, results in a
multitude of spatial-physical options that classify a solar field as ecological in regards to its
design, location, technical considerations, management, and signs of a recovering ecology.
This answers the first sub-question: ‘what are the physical and spatial aspects to ecological
solar fields?’ At the same time, the basis for the second research track is laid out by explaining
the policy arrangement approach, modes of governance, and describing the three different
policy domains that come together when looking at ecological solar fields in the GC. During
the data collection phase, stakeholders such as Utrecht’s provincial government, nature
organizations and a farmer’s interest organization are interviewed to illustrate the policy
arrangement dimensions for the GC. The policy arrangement analysis of the GC shows the key
actors, their thoughts on the concept of ecological solar fields and the power relations between
them. Two example cases from the provinces Overijssel and Noord-Brabant show additional
political-institutional conditions that might be compared to the Utrecht case. This answers the
second sub-question: ‘what developments are currently taking place in the GC’s policy
arrangement and what can be learned from the example cases?’
In the end, six barriers are found: (1) three different governance modes are at play, (2)
nature and agriculture organizations are sceptical about the sun-for-nature structure, (3) there
is a lack of trust and competitive relationship between nature and agriculture organizations, (4)
there is a lack of funding for the GC’s development, (5) there are no governmental pre-set
requirements for ecology on solar fields, and (6) finding space for (multifunctional) solar fields
is difficult for the provincial government. The opportunities of ecological solar fields consist
of (1) their positive contribution to (surrounding) nature, (2) their ability to act as a natural
buffer or landscape adaptive element, (3) their potential to increase social support for solar
fields, (4) their multifunctional character, and (5) the sun-for-nature structure could turn
farmlands into nature while compensating the farmer and exploring a new revenue model.
Recommendations based on these results include (1) setting up a national, standardized
monitoring programme to research the long-term effects of ecological solar fields on their
environment, (2) including natural value as a boundary condition to solar fields, (3)
experimenting with a sun-for-nature structure in the GC to actually show its potential in
practice, (4) improving the relationship between nature and agricultural organizations, and (5)
make sure policy domains become well-integrated to allow for multifunctional land uses.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
Abbreviation Meaning (in Dutch)
CAP

Common Agricultural Policy

CO2

Carbon dioxide

CSO

Civil society organization

CSP

Concentrating solar power

EHS

National Ecological Network (Ecologische Hoofdstructuur)

EU

European Union

IPBES

Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem
Services

kW

Kilowatt

LTO

Netherlands Agricultural and Horticultural Association (Land- en
tuinbouworganisatie Nederland)

MW

Megawatt

ND

Nature development

NNN

Dutch Nature Network (Natuurnetwerk Nederland)

PAA

Policy arrangement approach

PBL

Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency (Planbureau voor de
Leefomgeving)

PJ

Petajoule

PV

Photovoltaic

RE

Renewable energy

RES

Regional Energy Strategy (Regionale energiestrategie)

Rli

Council for the Living Environment and Infrastructure (Raad voor de
Leefomgeving en Infrastructuur)

RVO

Netherlands Enterprise Agency (Rijksdienst voor Ondernemend
Nederland)

SER

Social and Economic Council (Sociaal-Economische Raad)

SMO

Site management organization (Terreinbeherende organisatie)

Wnb

Nature Protection Law (Wet Natuurbescherming)
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services
(IPBES) recently issued a report containing the alarming message that we are finding ourselves
in the sixth wave of mass extinction in Earth’s history. The report finds that “around 1 million
animal and plant species are now threatened with extinction, many within decades, more than
ever before in human history” (IPBES, 2019). Contributor to this biodiversity loss is the human
intervention of converting ecosystems into cropland and pasture, which creates simplified
ecosystems with a lower biodiversity. This has happened now for about half of the Earth’s icefree terrestrial ecosystems (Hautier et al., 2015). The multi-year study by Hautier et al. (2015)
researched the (indirect) effects that anthropogenic drivers of environmental change have on
biodiversity and ecosystem stability. High levels of carbon dioxide (𝐶𝑂2 ) emissions were one
of these drivers. The study strongly suggests that ecosystems’ stability decreases over time
because of a declining plant diversity, which in turn is caused by anthropogenic drivers. They
conclude with the message that “conservation policies should encourage management
procedures that restore or maintain natural levels of biodiversity or minimize the negative
impacts of anthropogenic global environmental changes on biodiversity loss to ensure the
stable provision of ecosystem services” (Hautier et al., 2015, p.339). Additionally, there is
reason to believe that by expanding natural areas instead of converting them to
cropland/pasture, higher levels of carbon capture are possible.
A common approach to limit 𝐶𝑂2-emissions that is currently applied by many countries,
is moving their electricity generation from carbon-based energy sources, like coal and oil,
towards non-carbon based or renewable energy (RE) sources, like solar and wind. Along with
increasing the share of and mix between RE sources, substantial challenges also lie in
increasing energy efficiency, decreasing energy consumption and electrifying households and
infrastructure. All together this could result in a substantial contribution to limiting our 𝐶𝑂2emissions.
In the Netherlands, there are also clear signs of the declining biodiversity. According to the
Council for the living environment and infrastructure (Rli) (2016), biodiversity conservation
goals are not being met. The decline of nature quality has slowed down, but it is far from
recovering. One reason for this is the destruction and fragmentation of nature, which makes it
hard if not impossible for plant and animal species to move between areas and enhance their
survival rates. Often, this is caused by other functions, like agriculture or housing, that are
taking up more and more space. In the Netherlands, this is problematic, given that it is a densely
populated country. Since it is generally not seen as economically viable as housing or
agriculture, there is limited space availability for nature development (ND), a term indicating
the development (i.e. addition or expansion) of ‘new’ nature rather than conserving existing
areas. Finally, at the moment, a major barrier for developing this new nature are governmental
budget cuts and an increased finance uncertainty (Rli, 2016). Even though developing nature
is beneficial to society as a whole due to its recreational values, health benefits and its ability
to mitigate climate issues (e.g. carbon storage), financial revenues tend to be low. In other
words, investments in nature do not necessarily generate (high) returns and it also creates the
expectation that (partial) governmental funding is crucial for ND.
5

Regarding RE targets, the Netherlands is currently ranked second to last on the list of all
European member states (see figure 1.1). The targets are different per country, depending on
several factors such as their potential for RE generation and their economic performance.
Figure 1.1: EU member states and their progress towards RE goals in 2017

Source: Duurzaam Ondernemen (2019)
Figure 1.1 shows that there is an urgency for increasing the share of Dutch RE sources. But
even if a faster transition towards RE sources and putting an end to biodiversity decline are
said to be crucial, it does not necessarily mean that these developments are taking place on the
scale and pace that they should, or that there is enough political urgency and public support.
Some difficulties have to be overcome which, as argued for in this thesis, can be done by
linking the issues of biodiversity decline and the energy transition.
1.1 LINKING ISSUES
The internship organization (NMU, see section 3.2) for which this thesis is partly written, came
up with the research topic regarding the possibilities of combining RE with ND. The NMU is
operational within the province of Utrecht, where they observed an increase in initiatives and
requests for developing solar fields that are mostly based on finding profitable ways of
producing RE. Furthermore, they kept an eye on the development of the Green Contour (GC),
a collection of farmlands designated by the provincial government to be developed as nature.
However, the GC’s development is at a standstill, most likely due to a lack of funding. Through
discussions between the internship supervisor, thesis supervisor, and researcher, the
6

delimitation was made to specifically research the spatial-physical and political-institutional
conditions and possibilities of ecological (or nature inclusive) solar fields within the GC, in
which ND and RE become spatially combined. The GC here seems to provide a suitable
location for looking at the possibilities, since it is a collection of (intensively cultured)
farmlands - which are not commonly known for their high biodiversity rates - already appointed
to become nature. Solar panels here could be used for RE generation and also provide the
missing economic impulse for the GC’s development. At the same time, natural elements can
be applied within the field to promote the (surrounding) plant and animal biodiversity. Several
studies have found some early results on the possibly positive effects of solar fields on
biodiversity (see table 2.1).
1.2 RESEARCH AIM, QUESTION AND DESIGN
This thesis is aimed at contributing to the emerging research field of combining solar fields
with nature, or in other words ecological solar fields. Therefore, the possibilities for and
barriers to ecological solar fields in the GC are explored. The research question guiding this is:
‘What are the barriers to and opportunities for ecological solar fields in the Green Contour?’
The assumption at the beginning of this thesis is that the barriers and opportunities are
determined by both spatial-physical aspects to solar fields and the political-institutional
conditions surrounding the development, thus resulting in two research tracks and two subquestions. First of all, a literature study is conducted to find out what is already known about
the design of ecological solar fields. Now, during the writing of this thesis, there are no
ecological solar fields present within the GC. Therefore, actors from ecological solar fields
outside of Utrecht and several experts concerned with the physical and spatial dimensions of
ecological solar fields are consulted to see if the findings from the literature study are
confirmed, debunked, and/or complemented. This answers the first sub-question, being: ‘what
are the physical and spatial aspects to ecological solar fields?’
For the second research track, an overview is needed of the GC policy arrangement, to
find out what political-institutional factors are at play and to determine the possible bottlenecks
for ecological solar fields here. The ‘GC policy arrangement’ is actually a combination of three
policy domains: ND, RE and agriculture. The policy arrangements of these three are therefore
briefly illustrated, to be able to discuss the complete ‘GC policy arrangement’. In this thesis,
this is done by mapping out all relevant actors, their thoughts on ecological solar fields, and
their instruments for either supporting or discouraging this development. The method used
during this step, is conducting interviews with relevant actors, after which the situation is
described by using the dimensions of the policy arrangement approach (see section 2.2.1).
Additional information as provided by experience actors from two other provinces, where
ecological solar fields are present, is used here as well. The sub-question guiding this second
research track is: ‘what developments are currently taking place in the GC’s policy arrangement
and what can be learned from the example cases?’
Researching these two tracks results in an exploration of the potential of ecological
solar fields on farmlands – in terms of physical aspects – on the one hand, and in a
comprehensive description of the political-institutional conditions surrounding this
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development in the GC on the other. When putting the research tracks together, the barriers to
and opportunities for ecological solar fields in the GC can be discussed.
1.3 SOCIAL & SCIENTIFIC RELEVANCE
When looking at the implementation of RE in natural areas, many studies describe the conflicts
that can occur here (Christensen & Lund, 1998; Tsoutsos, Frantzeskaki & Gekas, 2005;
Jackson, 2011; Saidur, Rahim, Islam & Solangi, 2011; Hastik et al., 2015; Montag, Parker &
Clarkson, 2016; Owusu & Asumadu-Sarkodie, 2016; Gasparatos et al., 2017). RE sources are
mostly described as having a negative influence on the biodiversity, ecosystem, or - when
located on farmlands - the productivity of land, for which mitigation measures must be found.
While this approach is fitting to areas with high natural value and biodiversity rates, it is less
applicable to low biodiversity areas, such as most intensively cultured croplands and pastures.
Some researchers have looked into the possibly positive influence of solar photovoltaic (PV)
energy, i.e. solar panels, on their natural environment (Dupraz et al., 2011; Valle et al., 2017;
Amaducci, Yin & Colauzzi, 2018; Majumdar & Pasqualetti, 2018). Most of this research
investigated the positive impact solar panels might have on productivity of land but not on
solely biodiversity. A final observation is that most researchers have used specific case studies
to investigate the effects of RE forms on certain types of land, which makes it difficult to
generalize these findings. By looking at ecological solar fields on farmlands, this thesis
contributes to the emerging research field of combining nature with solar fields in a way that
would benefit both. Focussing on the physical aspects of ecological solar fields, more insight
is created in the possibilities of how to spatially combine solar panels and natural elements.
The political-institutional angle might provide an answer to the question if and how more of
these fields could be implemented, especially in the GC, and why this would or would not be
a desirable development according to the interviewed actors and experts. Many options for the
design of a solar field are presented, and insight is given into the policy arrangement regarding
the opportunities for ecological solar fields in the GC. This way, both research tracks contribute
to Utrecht’s challenge of achieving a sustainable, non-carbon based energy system in 2040
while at the same time paying attention to ND goals.
1.4 READING GUIDE
In the upcoming chapter, the core concepts of this research are elaborated upon and relevant
theoretical approaches and concepts are discussed. The theoretical part of the first sub-question
is answered, as well as part of the second sub-question, by stating (in short) what the policy
arrangement dimensions of the nature, agriculture, and RE policy domains are comprised of.
In chapter three, the methodological approach linked to some of the researcher’s personal
assumptions. It is then stated what research methods are used and why, as well as how the data
is collected and analysed. Afterwards, in the results, the collected data is presented and used to
answer to the sub-questions. The final answer to the main research question is formulated in
the fifth chapter, after which a discussion of these conclusions and their implications is
provided in chapter six. The last and seventh chapter concludes with recommendations in praxis
based on this thesis’ conclusions.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW & THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
This chapter consists of three parts. In the first part, the thesis’ core concepts are explored by
reviewing existing literature and policy documents. This provides a general understanding of
and some background information to the research topic, and partly answers the first research
question. Then, in the second part, several theoretical approaches to comprehend the research
problem from an institutional perspective are discussed, as well as the way in which these
theories are used here. Finally, the three policy domains that the GC policy arrangement is
comprised of are shortly described on the basis of literature and policy documents. This way,
the arrangements can be compared to each other and in a later research stage during the
discussion of the ‘full’ GC policy arrangement.
2.1 CORE CONCEPTS
2.1.1 Nature development (ND)
In the late 1970s and early 1980s more and more Dutch nature became fragmented, resulting
in a loss of biodiversity and a weakened overall nature quality. Where before the emphasis in
nature policies was put on nature conservation, there was now a shift visible towards a
combination of nature conservation and development (Van Baalen, 1995; Verduijn,
Ploegmakers, Meijerink, & Leroy, 2015). ND within this thesis is perceived as Baerselman &
Vera (1995) stated it: “a complex of human interventions in nature and the landscape and
regulation of practical activities aimed at desirable ecological development” (p.7).
Furthermore, ND policies are concentrated “[...] on large-scale situations where there are as yet
no established forms of land use, on small-scale situations to where there are projects suitable
to be accompanied by nature development and on introducing facilities for plant and animal
species within the existing land use” (Baerselman & Vera, 1995, p.7). The development of
ecological solar fields in the GC would fall under ‘projects suitable to be accompanied by
nature development’, and facilities for plant and animal species might also be added.
Additionally, ND is aimed at expanding natural areas and increasing their interconnectedness,
while at the same time restoring the independent functioning of ecosystems (Van Baalen,
1995). Finally, a natural area’s level of development can be measured based on the presence of
plant and animal diversity, special ecosystems, and/or the amount of plant and animal species
depending on the area as their breeding or foraging ground (Nationaal Consortium Zon in
Landschap en Landbouw, 2018).
2.1.2 Renewable energy (RE) and solar energy
RE sources, also referred to as alternative or non-carbon based energy sources, provide an
alternative for conventional, carbon-based energy sources like crude oil and natural gas. RE
sources are characterized by their ability to replenish themselves naturally without being
depleted from their source (Owusu & Asumadu-Sarkodie, 2016), hence the term ‘renewable’.
Additionally, they have the ability to minimize environmental impacts, produce a minimum of
secondary waste and can be considered sustainable based on the current and future energy
demand, when optimally used (Panwar, Kaushik, & Kothari, 2011). In the current scientific
9

literature, a strong consensus is built around what energy sources are deemed renewable. It
includes solar, wind, biomass, hydro, wave, tidal, geothermal and ocean-thermal energy
(Bilgen, Kaygusuz, & Sari, 2004; Panwar et al., 2011; Tester et al., 2012; Ellabban, Abu-Rub
& Blaabjerg, 2014; Twidell & Weir, 2015; Engelken, Römer, Drescher, Welpe, & Picot, 2016;
Owusu & Asumadu-Sarkodie, 2016; Quaschning, 2016).
Solar energy can be collected and used in different ways: by solar photovoltaic (PV) and
concentrating solar power (CSP) for electricity, or solar thermal systems for heating (Ellabban
et al., 2014). Only solar PV - often referred to as solar panels - is taken into account in this
thesis, as it is the most commonly applied form in the Netherlands. This is likely due to the
often cloudy weather, in which solar panels can still produce energy as they are capable of
converting diffuse sunlight. Without going too much into the technical details, some main
characteristics as mentioned by Ellabban et al. (2014) of solar PV are as follows:
- It directly converts solar energy into electricity;
- It converts both direct and diffuse sunlight;
- PV systems are highly modular, meaning they can be used for both small-scale and
large-scale applications;
- PV modules can be manufactured in large plants, allowing for economies of scale;
- PV systems can be off-grid or on-grid installations.
Solar PV falls within the on-grid installation category, where the converted energy is supplied
to the electric grid. The grid connection can be either distributed or centralized. Distributed
systems are linked to a specific grid-connected customer, like a residential area, or the energy
network. The advantages of this type of connection are that less energy is lost in transportation,
and there is no extra land required for the system as the panels can be applied to existing
buildings and structures. The size of this types of structure is typically 1 to 4 kilowatt (kW) for
residential applications, and 10 kW to a few megawatt (MW) on larger scale applications like
industrial buildings (Ellabban et al., 2014). Looking at the centralized system, the power is
often not supplied to a specific electricity customer, but into the ‘general’ energy network. This
type of connection often results in ground mounted solar PV systems, or in other words, solar
fields. Their size is often larger than one MW. The economic advantage to systems of this size
is the optimization of installation and operating costs. Furthermore, centralized grid connection
might be greater than distributed grid connection, as maintenance systems can be placed here
as well as monitoring equipment (Ellabban et al., 2014).
2.1.3 The energy transition
Dependency on fossil fuels causes high emissions of carbon dioxide. RE sources on the other
hand have little to no emissions while generating energy (Union of Concerned Scientists, n.d.).
Furthermore, RE sources have the potential to decrease geopolitical risks, price volatility, and
they could stimulate local and regional economic development (Bringault, Eisermann,
Lacassagne & Fauchadour, 2016). These can all be motives for moving towards a more
sustainable form of energy generation. To reach a completely sustainable energy generation,
the transition towards RE sources has to be made. The total energy generation can be seen as
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sustainable once “a dynamic harmony between the equitable availability of energy-intensive
goods and services to all people and preservation of the earth for future generations” is evident
(Tester et al., 2012, p.10), a definition similar to the 1987 Brundtland report’s definition of
sustainability. Along with moving towards RE sources, substantial challenges also lie in
increasing energy efficiency, decreasing energy consumption and electrifying households and
infrastructure to achieve this sustainable energy supply.
An important side note is that the energy transition has more than one meaning at the moment.
For example, in the Global South, it is seen as the movement towards higher availability and
affordability of modern energy services, not necessarily from renewable sources. In Central
Europe, the transition is seen as a change in energy service ownership and competition (Bridge
et al., 2013). This shows major differences in the meaning of an energy transition, depending
on the geographical location. Furthermore, the geographical implication appears from the
challenges that an energy transition entails; societies will have to invest in redesigning
infrastructure, equipment and buildings, and choices need to be made from a range of spatial
solutions and governance management options (Bridge et al., 2013). For Utrecht - and all other
Dutch provinces - the energy transition is guided primarily by the collaboration of all sorts of
societal actors on a regional level, which has resulted in the national program ‘Regional Energy
Strategy’ (RES). There are now 30 of these RES regions in which the stakeholders investigate
which locations and which strategies are most suitable for RE generation. Most importantly,
they have to find out where RE generation is possible in terms of space availability, social
support, and financial feasibility (Nationaal Programma Regionale Energiestrategie, n.d.).
More information on this topic will follow in the description of the RE policy domain
description in section 2.3.3.
2.1.4 Ecological solar fields on farmlands
At the moment, the urgency for implementing RE projects is increasing. Solar energy
generation in urban areas alone (e.g. solar panels on roofs) is not enough to reach RE targets.
Therefore, solar energy can also be applied in the form of large-scale solar fields. Solar fields
are often ground mounted and take up a larger space, which implies they have to be built in
rural areas (Bringault et al., 2016), such as the GC farmlands. It is hard to find specific literature
on the long-term effects of farmland-based solar fields on their surrounding biodiversity,
although some first results are being published and there seems to be a positive effect on soil
health and recovery (Montag et al., 2016; Keuskamp, Dijkman, & Gommer, 2018; Klaassen et
al., 2018), an increase in plant and insect population (Montag et al., 2016; Gemeente
Groningen, 2019), which sometimes also leads to an increase in foraging birds (Montag et al.,
2016; Gemeente Groningen, 2019). There is no consensus yet on the definition of an ecological
solar field. Within this thesis though, the idea of having ecological solar fields on farmlands is
to restore the area’s biodiversity. This idea of ecological restoration can be defined as the
process of assisting the recovery of an ecosystem that has been degraded, damaged, or
destroyed (Society for Ecological Restoration, n.d.), which is often done when converting
nature into farmland. Combing this definition with the way in which ND might be measured,
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(see section 2.1.1), leads to several suggestions for ways to define or measure a solar field’s
ecology:
- An increase in plant and animal diversity, as opposed to the starting situation;
- Special ecosystems are present;
- There are several plant and animal species depending on the field as their breeding or
foraging ground.
So what exactly does the design of an ecological solar field look like? According to Van
Leeuwen & Van Diedenhoven (2018), the natural value that can be developed on a field
depends on many factors, which can greatly vary per area. It is therefore important to
individually assess each potential location to determine the best ecological outcome. There can
be differences in the type of hydrology and soil, richness in food, management type, animal
and plant species in the direct environment, the function of surrounding areas and the interests
of landowners and managers. Furthermore, the ND goals that apply to the area already guide
the possible designs for the type of nature on a solar field. Finally, different types of options
go along with different parts of the solar field. Nature can be developed in between and
underneath the solar panels, or alongside the edges of the field. Five types of ‘solar field nature’
are mentioned by Van Leeuwen & Van Diedenhoven (2018):
- Flowery grassland, which is possible anywhere in the field, also underneath and
between the panels. It is especially beneficial for insects and small fauna;
- Ponds and watercourses, which are particularly attractive for amphibians, insects,
reptiles, and birds. Depending on the water depth, amount of sunlight/shadow and the
water’s flow rate, more and/or different kinds of fauna could be attracted to the area.
Water courses (like ditches) can also serve as a natural barrier around the solar field,
which makes fencing unnecessary;
- Objects increasing biodiversity, like branch walls, nest boxes or insect hotels form a
safe place for several species (birds, bats, insects, mustelids) to stay or reproduce. These
can be placed ideally along the edges of the field, but nest boxes could also be placed
underneath the panels;
- Rows of trees and bushes could also serve as a (partial) barrier around the solar field
when placed as a wooded wall. Wooded walls are a typical element within the Dutch
landscape and when placed upon an earthen wall, it creates a positive environment for
ferns and mosses to grow. An earthen wall could also provide a barrier around the solar
field, which is often more beneficial to animal species than iron fencing;
- Iron fencing combined with vegetation. Sometimes an iron fencing is necessary (e.g.
when it is required for the insurance), but this could be combined with nature by
integrating the fence within a wooded wall or combining it with creepers (climbing
plants). The above-ground height of the fence could be beneficial to badgers (high
fence) or birds (low fence).
Additionally, the orientation of the solar panels is an important aspect. It has been observed
that a south oriented set up (figure 2.1) has a minimal effect on the soil in contrast to an eastwest oriented set up (figure 2.2) that often has a negative impact on soil and plant life
(Keuskamp et al., 2018). It is crucial that underneath and in between the solar panels, a healthy
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vegetation can (re)develop, and a healthy soil is maintained. A healthy soil provides a
qualitative living environment for plant life, which can either be left alone to develop naturally,
or it can be sowed in with native grass and herb mixtures (Keuskamp et al., 2018). Van
Leeuwen & Van Diedenhoven (2018) endorse the panel placement aspect, mentioning that the
position, height and transparency should be considered. Other technical considerations might
include (1) the material choice for the panel frame, as some materials might cause metal
particles runoff, (2) the way the cables are laid, so the soil is not damaged when cables are
installed/removed, (3) the panel water drainage system, to regulate the field’s water gradients,
and (4) the integration of transformers and converters into the field.
Figure 2.1: South oriented setup in Ubbena

Source: E2-Energie, n.d.
Figure 2.2: East-west oriented setup in Delfzijl

Source: Energeia, n.d.
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Finally, Klaassen et al. (2018) add that the management of the field should be done extensively.
This means that the soil should be managed without the use of pesticides, herbicides,
insecticides and fertilizers. Furthermore, there should be an extensive mowing plan in place for
the field’s vegetation, possibly done by sheep.
Table 2.1: Early findings: aspects to ecological solar fields
Design

A preferably natural buffer that allows animals access to/through the field;
Apply natural elements such as flowery grassland, ponds, and watercourses;
Apply biodiversity enhancing objects such as nest boxes and insect hotels.

Technical
considerations

Panel placement: position in the field, space between the panels, height and
transparency of the panels;
Material choice for the supporting frame;
The way cables are laid;
The water drainage system;
Integration of transformers and converters into the field.

Management

Extensive soil management without pesticide, herbicide, insecticide, and fertiliser use;
Extensive mowing policy;
Let plants develop naturally, or sow in native grasses/herbs.

Signs of a
recovering
ecology

Soil recovery/increased soil health;
Increase in plant population and diversity;
Increase in insect population and diversity;
Increase in foraging or breeding birds;
The attraction of amphibians and reptiles;
Signs of species depending on the field for reproduction;
The presence of special ecosystems.

Source: Keuskamp et al., 2018; Klaassen et al., 2018; Van Leeuwen & Van Diedenhoven, 2018.
These early findings play a leading role during the data collection phase, as the spatial-physical
conditions for ecological solar fields form one of two research tracks throughout this thesis.
The design, technical considerations, management, and ecology of solar fields are all discussed
with several experts and experience experts in the results chapter. The idea is to check with
experts if the findings in table 2.1 can be confirmed and to possibly find more aspects to
ecological solar fields. Checking with experience experts creates an understanding of these
aspects in practice, and if they are realistic in the context of ecological solar fields on farmlands.
2.1.5 The Green Contour
The GC forms the case study location for this thesis. It is a collection of mostly farmlands
surrounding the Dutch Nature Network (in Dutch: Natuurnetwerk Nederland) (NNN) in the
province of Utrecht, which together encompass about 3,000 hectares. The exact locations of
these grounds are shown in figure 2.3. The GC farmlands are appointed by the provincial
government to be transformed into nature, which would strengthen the NNN. After all, larger
natural areas that are well-connected to each other are more resistant to negative environmental
impacts, such as desiccation. They also provide more natural variation in which more animal
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and plant species can thrive. The interconnectedness of the areas would also ensure that species
have an easy passage (Provincie Utrecht, n.d.-a). The NNN development should be completed
at the latest in 2027. For the GC, no deadline is set. In contrast to the NNN, there is no
governmental economic support available for the realisation of the GC, which means it is up
to the landowner to voluntarily turn it into nature or sell his land to someone who will. As
nature is not exactly a high revenue gaining function like farming, most landowners stick to
their farming practices, resulting in a standstill of the GC’s development. The provincial
government suggests that the development could be funded by the ‘red for green’ arrangement,
in which the revenue gained from a building development is invested into new nature
(Provincie Utrecht, n.d.-a). The GC policy was issued in 2013, but only several hectares have
been developed by now. With governmental funding and private initiatives remaining absent,
a new revenue model is needed for the GC. More background information on the GC can be
found in the appendix in section 9.1.
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Figure 2.3: Green Contour areas (light green)

Source: Map created with Webkaart Provincie Utrecht
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2.2 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
Section 2.1 described the first research track, the physical aspects to ecological solar fields.
The second track focuses on the political-institutional dimension, where the aim is to create
insight in how policies are arranged and stakeholder interactions take place. The policy
arrangement approach (PAA) is chosen as a starting point for theoretically exploring this
political-institutional research track. After explaining the dimensions of a policy arrangement,
it might be interesting to explore in what way an arrangement could be governed and steered.
Therefore, an overview of different modes of governance is provided. This forms the
theoretical base for section 2.3, where the next step in the political-institutional research track
is made by explicating the dimensions of the three relevant GC policy domains and their
governance mode.
2.2.1 Policy arrangement approach
A policy arrangement is built up of several dimensions. One must look at the involved actors
but also the way in which they (can) interact, the resources they have access to, topic discourses
that are present and the broader policy context. There are several theories that can describe
parts of an arrangement, such as network theory (Marsh & Rhodes, 1992; Rhodes & Marsh,
1992; Kickert, Klijn & Koppenjan, 1997), describing the involved actors, actor groups and their
relationships. Another part is discourse analysis (Foucault, 1971; Hajer, 1995; Dryzek, 2013),
describing the way in which topics are defined and discussed within a certain context and place
in time. Configuration theory (Mintzberg, 1983; Mintzberg, 1993; Lunenburg, 2012) describes
organizational structures and their effectiveness, thus explicating the broader policy context.
Over the years, a more comprehensive way of describing all situation aspects within one
approach has appeared. Network theory, discourse analysis, and configuration theory can be
combined into one theoretical concept, the PAA (Van Tatenhove, Arts & Leroy, 2000; Arts &
Van Tatenhove, 2000; Leroy, Van Tatenhove & Arts, 2001; Arts & Leroy, 2003). In short, the
PAA offers a coherent and inclusive interpretation framework for describing and analysing
complicated policy situations in (day-to-day) practice. It takes into account the inherent
struggle of creating policy for a constantly changing situation (e.g. continuous technical
innovations or changing public opinions). Also, the practical application of this theory provides
a clear and visual way of describing the specific characteristics for a given policy situation - in
this specific case, the situation of ecological solar fields in the Green Contour. Explaining and
visualising all kinds of aspects of this provides the reader with an overview of the (policy)
situation in which the research problem is manifested, which is why this approach was chosen
as the first step to create a research strategy for the political-institutional research track.
The PAA is aimed at providing an overview of “the temporary stabilisation of the content
and organization of a policy domain” (Arts, Leroy, & Van Tatenhove, 2006, p.54). This
overview is displayed through four dimensions, consisting of:
1. “the actors and their coalitions involved in the policy domain;
2. the division of power and influence between these actors, where power refers to the
mobilisation, division and deployment of resources, and influence to who determines
policy outcomes and how;
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3. the rules of the game currently in operation, both in terms of actual rules for political
and other forms of interaction, and in terms of formal procedures for pursuit of policy
and decision-making; and
4. the current policy discourses and programmes, where the concept of discourse refers
to the views and narratives of the actors involved — in terms of norms and values,
definitions of problems and approaches to solutions — and the concept of programme
refers to the specific content of policy documents and measures” (Arts, Leroy & Van
Tatenhove, 2006, p.99).
These dimensions take into account both the organization (actors, resources and rules of the
game) as well as the content (discourse) of a policy arrangement and can be portrayed as shown
in figure 2.4. The four dimensions are elaborated upon below the figure. This way, the PAA
provides a structured way of looking at the research problem, while at the same time
acknowledging the underlying (inter)dependencies between its dimensions.
Figure 2.4: The tetrahedron displaying the four policy arrangement dimensions

Source: Liefferink, 2006
Actors and coalitions
A policy arrangement always consists of several coalitions. In turn, these coalitions consist of
several actors or actor groups, with shared or similar interpretations of policy discourses. Aside
from a shared vision, coalitions can be built through having or providing resources and current
rules of the game. Since they are formed this way, the coalitions work towards more or less the
same policy goal/outcome, and are actively involved in the policy process to make sure this
goal is reached. This could mean that the actors/coalitions are either supporting the current
policy direction, or trying to influence and steer the policy direction another way (Bogaert,
2004). When looking at the emergence and development of coalitions from the strategic
perspective, the PAA strongly relies on the ideas of (policy) network theory. The relations that
arise between the actors within a coalition, also bring (inter)dependencies with them, which
can be based on issues regarding the other three dimensions. Within this research, the first step
within the PAA will be mapping out the relevant actors and coalitions. Relevant actors and
coalitions here are assumed to be the individuals/groups/organizations that are involved in
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either the ND, RE and/or agriculture policy field. Describing the actor dimension is done by
determining:
- The key actors involved in the ND/RE/agriculture policy fields;
- The actor coalitions that exist and on what ground;
- The role these actors/coalitions fulfil;
- The actors’/coalitions’ (shared) strategies and goals.
Resources and power
Access to, possession of, or ability to mobilise resources defines and configures relations of
power. Resources can refer to e.g. money, people, knowledge, competency, etc. Power refers
to the mobilisation, division, and appliance of these resources among the actors/coalitions.
Influence is about the way in which actors are determining certain policy outcomes. The
interaction patterns between actors are influenced by these power relations and vice versa. To
map out this dimension, the following is examined:
- What resources the actors/coalitions have;
- What the ‘power position’ is of the actors/coalitions in relation to each other;
- If there are any dominant actors.
Rules of the game
“In short, the rules of the game encompass all modes of production and interpretation of
meaningful and legitimate conduct in (environmental) policy arrangements, implying the selfconscious application of normative and interpretive schemes (discourses) by the actors
involved, which are included in sanctioning procedures” (Van Tatenhove et al., 2000). More
specifically, the rules of the game can be categorized into three dimensions, being: (1) precision
of prescription, which determines actors’ freedom to act, (2) formality, which refers to the
strictness of rules, ranging from legally binding to customary, and (3) authority, which is about
the extent to which the rules are enforced, ranging from no consequences to formal sanctions
(Bogaert, 2004). Basically, rules of the game concern all kinds of formal and informal rules
that create the legal playing field of interaction between the actors or coalitions. These could
be laws, like the Nature conservation act (Wnb) (in Dutch: Wet natuurbescherming) covenants
between two actors, the idea that parties should be transparent in their goals, etc. This
dimension is determined by describing the formal and/or informal rules of exchange and
interaction between actors.
Discourses
A discourse refers to the ideas and opinions actors have in terms of norms and values, problem
descriptions, and solution pathways. A policy discourse, more specifically, refers to “a specific
ensemble of ideas, concepts, and categorizations that are produced, reproduced and
transformed in a particular set of practices and through which meaning is given to physical and
social realities” (Hajer (1995) in Bogaert, 2004, p.86). More simplistically said, a (policy)
discourse is a collection of ideas, norms and values regarding a certain topic, in which the
dominant discourse determines the way in which a topic is viewed or experienced. This
dominant discourse is dynamic and constantly changing depending on (elements of) competing
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discourses (Bogaert, 2004). To find out what the discourse dimension looks like, the following
is researched:
- What discourses are used by the actors/coalitions;
- If there any conflicting discourse coalitions;
- What seems to be the dominant discourse.
2.2.2 Governance modes
RE forms are, in contrast to carbon-based sources, often decentralised in nature. They do not
depend on point resources such as mines, but instead they need space for generating electricity,
like solar fields and wind turbine parks. This need for space shows the inevitable link between
RE and spatial planning, and probably even more policy domains (Stoeglehner, Niemetz &
Kettl, 2011). It also shows the difficulty that arises because of the decentralized nature of RE
development. The ‘classic’ group of public authorities, utility service organisations, developers
and investors is no longer the only principal player in the energy sector, as more local and small
actors groups now enter this arena as well. Planning processes are becoming increasingly
participatory, which adds complexity to them (Stoeglehner, Neugebauer, Erker &
Narodoslawsky, 2016). This shift ‘from government to governance’ has been and is taking
place in the environmental policy domain. This means that there is a shift in the division of
power and influence that private and public actor groups have on (new) policies. Changes now
have to be managed in a context where power is distributed across diverse societal subsystems
and among many societal actors (Meadowcroft, 2007). In other words, where power used to be
mostly reserved for governmental bodies (i.e. a high degree of top-down regulation), it is now
being shared by all kinds of societal actor groups (i.e. more collaborative regulation). When
talking about governance, it relates to the division of regulatory power between three main
actor groups: the state, market, and civil society. Furthermore, as conceptualised by Driessen,
Dieperink, van Laerhoven, Runhaar, & Vermeulen (2012), several governance modes can be
distinguished, as is shown in figure 2.5. The five types of governance are composed of three
main aspects in which they can differ from each other, being actors, institutions, and content.
These terms are quite similar to the PAA dimensions, as both approaches try to visualise or
interpret (parts of) a policy arrangement. The governance modes in figure 2.5 will play a role
in paragraph 2.3, where the three GC policy domains are discussed.
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Figure 2.5: Modes of governance and their characteristics

Source: Driessen et al., 2012
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2.3 RELEVANT POLICY DOMAINS
The so-called ‘GC policy arrangement’ that will be discussed in the results section, is an
arrangement in which three provincial policy domains meet. Since the solar fields are to be
situated on farmlands, the agriculture policy domain is involved. Furthermore, by looking at
the possibilities for solar fields to stimulate ND, the policy domains of RE and nature are also
involved. In this paragraph, a short overview of these three domains are described, so that later
on they can be compared to each other while discussing the ‘full’ GC policy arrangement.
2.3.1 Nature’s policy domain
A few years ago, the responsibility for nature policy has shifted from the national to the
provincial level, meaning that it is now a decentralized policy field. The provincial government
became the main responsible party for Utrecht’s nature quality and quantity since the Wnb was
passed in 2017. The province takes on a leading role by setting goals, stimulating other actor
groups to take action by providing subsidies, and by issuing and enforcing agreements,
regulation and legislation. However, collaboration is also noticeable between the province and
other actor groups. Predominantly, collaboration takes place with site managers and site
management organizations (SMOs) including Utrechts Landschap, Natuurmonumenten,
Staatsbosbeheer, farmers, estate owners and other private landowners. Furthermore,
collaboration takes place with businesses, semi-governmental organizations and civil society
organizations (CSOs) such as IVN, LTO Noord, the NMU, farmer collectives, water boards,
municipal governments, and many more. The provincial government is also responsible for the
rural spatial planning and tests if, according to legislation and regulation, the actions, activities
and projects planned (either by provincial/municipal governments or non-governmental actors)
within natural areas are acceptable. When deemed acceptable, they grant permits for these
actions and ensure the enforcement of legislations and regulations (Natuurbeleid 2.0, n.d.).
The SMOs mainly have the goal of managing the nature areas they possess and often
try to acquire or trade parts of their land. Here, they strive for a clean and healthy natural
environment, which is often combined with recreational purposes. SMOs usually compete and
trade with farmers for land. Trading could be beneficial to both parties, e.g. to gain land nearby
other properties or to gain more valuable areas. The SMOs - with the exception of
Staatsbosbeheer - generate their funding by contribution of members, charity donations and
donations by private parties. Staatsbosbeheer is a semi-governmental organization and
generates funding by their own income and receives government funding.
The nature goals within Utrecht are realized by several parties. First of all, the Natura 2000
locations and nature goals are determined on the European level. Then, the NNN areas are
appointed by the national and provincial government. Their development, however, consists of
several possible ‘nature goals’ that might be achieved, ranging from low natural value to high
natural value. These goals are not exactly fixed, which makes it unclear what kind of
development should be taking place. The parties responsible for realizing nature (government,
SMOs, nature inclusive farmers) eventually determine what kind of nature is ‘designed’ based
on an adequate substantiation. The development of the GC specifically, is left to anyone who
is willing to develop one of these GC grounds. The province is currently not providing any
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funds for it, unless the area becomes part of the NNN after which the landowner will receive a
management subsidy. Seeing that most landowners within the GC are farmers, it is unlikely
they are willing to convert their income generating farmland into low or no economic revenue
generating nature. A logical consequence of this is the current standstill of the GC’s
development.
Table 2.2: Short overview of Utrecht’s nature policy arrangement
Actor

Resources & power

Rules of the game

National
government

National legislation and/or policy
frameworks;
Granting subsidies;
Investment power;
Knowledge base.

Reporting to the EU on international nature
goals (Natura 2000);
Setting up legal frameworks for provinces;

Provincial
government

Provincial legislation and/or policy
frameworks;
Spatial planning;
Granting subsidies and permits;
Investment power;
Knowledge base;
Investigating new financing sources
for realizing the GC;
Land ownership.

A platform is created by the province to boost
the management, construction and repair of
small-scale natural connections;
An average annual budget of 41 million euros
for ND, GC not included. This budget provides,
among other things, management subsidies;
Development of the GC is voluntary and up to
the landowner. There are currently no
provincial means to support the landowner;

SMOs

Manage, acquire, trade and lease land;
Partially funded by membership base
and donations;
Eligible for nature management
subsidies.

Compete for land with farmers;
Land can be traded between farmers, SMOs
and government;
SMOs should take their members’ opinions into
account when developing policy plans.

Farmers and
estate owners

Acquire, trade and lease land;
Land ownership: possess all GC lands;
Investment power;
Eligible for agricultural nature
management subsidies.

Compete for land with SMOs;
When a GC land is turned into nature, it
becomes part of the NNN and the manager
receives a management subsidy.

CSOs

Exert social pressure to stimulate
government/businesses;
Connect actor groups;
Partially funded by membership base
and donations;
Eligible for certain subsidies.

Stimulates governments, businesses and civil
society to take action

2.3.2 Agriculture’s policy domain
The EU and national government are the main actors determining the economic support
(subsidies) and general legislation – including environmental – for agriculture. The farmers’
income support for a substantial part comes from the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) of
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the EU. This policy also determines for the most part in what way the farmers should operate
to qualify for economic support. This way, it seems like it is hard for farmers to deviate from
European legislation, since it is their main economic support.
In Utrecht, about 57% of the province’s land surface is occupied by an agricultural function.
On this provincial level, the latest agricultural policy strategy was issued in 2018. This
document, in which goals, strategies and instruments are mentioned, came about in a
participatory process. The provincial government is still the responsible party for the policy,
but it was issued after consulting with representatives from organizations such as SMOs,
farmer’s collectives, the gebiedscommissies, other governmental organizations, knowledge
institutes, and several other parties. Furthermore, the province has stated that it wants to
emphasize the entrepreneurial qualities of her farmers, meaning they are given some relatively
free space to determine their business operation style. This is evident by the two core values of
the provincial agriculture policy: room for entrepreneurship and focus on personal
responsibility. Only if the interest of the landscape, nature, or animal welfare are at risk, the
province will sharpen its steering mechanism. Part of the provincial governance, is the ‘Agenda
Vitaal Platteland’ (AVP) (agenda for a vital rural area). The province does not act as an initiator
here, but rather, stimulates agricultural actors to innovate and develop in a way that benefits
agriculture, nature, and recreation in the rural area. Part of the AVP is the ‘Loket LaMi’
(counter for agriculture and environment), from which research and pilot projects are
conducted and which helps and supports farmers to innovate. The agricultural policy
arrangement on the provincial level is significantly characterized by the collaborative
relationship between the provincial government and agricultural actors. Relating this to figure
2.4, this policy arrangement shows most traits of the public-private governance mode.
Table 2.3: Short overview of Utrecht’s agriculture policy arrangement
Actor

Resources & power

Rules of the game

National
government

The Common Agricultural Policy;
Investment power.

The EU and national government determine the
main goals for long-term Dutch agricultural
policies, as well as the budget (requirements) for
it.

Provincial
government

Agenda Vitaal Platteland (AVP);
‘Loket LaMi’: offering support
through research and pilot projects;
Land ownership.

‘Loket LaMi’ helps farmers to achieve
environmental standards (faster) and supports the
development of sustainable innovations;
The agricultural vision will be part of the
Environment Vision.

Farmers

Acquire, trade and lease land;
Investment power;
Possess almost all the GC lands;
Eligible for agricultural (nature
management) subsidies.

The province provides subsidy for the exchange
of lots among farmers;
Farmers are given relative entrepreneurial
freedom by the province as long as landscape,
nature and animal welfare interests are not
harmed.
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2.3.3 Renewable energy’s policy domain
In 2040, Utrecht’s entire energy demand should be generated from RE sources and within the
provincial boundaries (climate neutrality). Within this policy domain, the province takes on
more of a facilitating and stimulating role, while at the same time staying in control. They strive
to stimulate other parties in making the transition by (1) relaxing some rules, (2) adjusting
spatial planning, (3) providing financing, (4) offering access to networks, and (5) employing
experts. This way, the province can take away barriers in moving towards a RE system by
making their knowledge, network, and funding available to motivated parties. Aside from solar
energy generation on rooftops, the province sees most potential in solar energy elsewhere (most
likely in rural areas) and geothermal energy, as can be seen in figure 2.6.
Figure 2.6: Theoretical potential of RE production in the province of Utrecht currently (blue)
and in 2040 (green) in PJ. Solar fields (‘zonnevelden’) are at the top of the graph.

Source: Provincie Utrecht, n.d.-b
Part of the energy transition that is taking place right now, is the conclusion of the national
Energieakkoord (energy agreement), in which the state, market, and civil society are all
included as actors. From this, the national program ‘Regionale Energiestrategie’ (RES)
(regional energy strategy) is set up. In Utrecht, the RESs consist of three regions (U16,
Amersfoort, and Food Valley) in which regional governments are involved along with local
stakeholders (from businesses and CSOs) to make choices regarding the transition towards RE
sources and surrounding issues (e.g. its infrastructure or revenue models). The province of
Utrecht actively contributes to these RES regions by creating and applying the necessary spatial
frameworks, granting permits for RE initiatives and stimulating knowledge sharing,
participation and cooperation. In doing so, the province supports the process and takes charge
where necessary to ensure coherence between stakeholders and address them about their
responsibilities. The way in which the RES regions are organized, defines the RE policy
arrangement as an interactive governance one.
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Table 2.4: Short overview of Utrecht’s renewable energy policy arrangement
Actor

Resources & power

Rules of the game

National
government

National legislation and/or policy
frameworks;
Granting SDE subsidy and
determining its requirements;
Investment power.

The national government tasks the provinces
with their specific RE goals. The provinces
report to the national government what their
progress and bottlenecks are;
The national government reports their progress in
the EU.

Provincial
government

Knowledge and network base;
Granting permits and determining its
requirements;
Spatial planning;
Provincial Environment Vision;
Investment power;
Providing funds for loans, subsidies,
or guarantees;
Land ownership.

Tries to stimulate non-governmental actors to
participate in the energy transition;
Takes the lead when necessary to ensure a
process in which freedom for innovation and
stakeholder collaboration is key.

RES regions

Determine RE strategies on the
regional level.

All kinds of (semi)governmental, societal and
market actors but led by municipalities, are
responsible for energy transition strategies on the
regional level

RE project
developers

Investment power;
Knowledge of the market.

Are often the initiator of solar fields in
collaboration with landowners;
Need a permit to build the solar field;
An SDE subsidy is still needed to create a
feasible RE business case.

CSOs

Exert social pressure to stimulate
government/businesses;
Connect actor groups;
Partially funded by membership base
and donations;
Eligible for certain subsidies.

Stimulates governments, businesses and civil
society to take action.
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3. METHODS
This chapter discusses the research philosophy, strategy and design and explains the
methodological choices that are made. Section 3.1 starts with the research philosophy and
ethical considerations prior to the data collection. In section 3.2 a description is given of the
internship organization that commissioned this research. Section 3.3 explains the type of
research strategy, after which the research design is discussed per research sub-question in 3.4.
Section 3.5 discusses the data collection method and analysis. Finally, in section 3.6, the
validity and reliability of this research´ methods are explicated. Throughout this chapter, the
books ‘Basisboek Kwalitatief Onderzoek’ (basics of qualitative research) by Baarda, de Goede
& Teunissen (2009) and ‘Social Research Methods’ by Bryman (2012) are used to structurally
set up the research strategy and to provide a line of reasoning for the methodological choices
that are made.
3.1 RESEARCH PHILOSOPHY & ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS
To define the research philosophy, a researcher should ask herself three questions: (1) what the
form and nature of reality is and what there is that can be known about it, (2) what the nature
of the relationship is between her and what can be known, and (3) how she can go about finding
out whatever she believes can be known (Guba & Lincoln, 1994). This is also referred to as the
ontological, epistemological and methodological question. Since this thesis aims to answer the
research questions by finding out about the (personal) experiences, ideas and opinions of
experts and actors, the researcher’s position can be defined as constructivist or constructionist.
The way the policy situation is being described is namely one of several ways to do so. In
Bryman’s (2012) words, “the researcher always presents a specific version of social reality,
rather than one that can be regarded as definitive” (p.33).
Constructivism’s ontology, relativism, contains the assumption that several and
sometimes conflicting social realities exist. These realities in turn are the product of human
intellect, meaning that how informed a person or group is, influences their worldview and thus
influences the perceived reality (Guba & Lincoln, 1994). Also, one can change their view based
on new information, therefore also changing her idea of the reality. Hence, realities are based
on personal experience and are local and specific in nature. The perceived realities here become
the research findings, even though they might not be the same as the ‘real’ or objective reality.
In short, this research method is not based on finding ‘one ultimate truth’, but it is aimed at
creating insight in and giving meaning to the several (perceived) realities that exist.
The epistemological aspect of this thesis shows that there is a certain relationship
between the researcher and the research subjects. This implies that there is a transactionist and
subjectivist way of creating findings. Transactionism means that there is the assumption of the
researcher and research subject always being interactively linked. Subjectivism means that
findings are being created during this interaction stage of the research (Guba & Lincoln, 1994).
Also, the personal values of the researcher influence the way in which data is interpreted. In
other words, results/findings are created by and during the researcher’s interaction with the
research subjects, which results in rather subjective findings as opposed to objective facts.
Since there is a strong sense of relativism, it is important for the researcher to be able
to grasp the several (conflicting) realities. Besides, it is important to keep in mind that the
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researcher is not an entirely objective observer here. Bias due to personal values of the
researcher can occur in many different areas, including the researcher’s choice of research area,
the formulation of research questions, choice in method, the formulation of research design and
data-collection, techniques, implementation of data collection, analysis of data, interpretation
of data, and the conclusions (Bryman, 2012). Regarding this thesis’ case study, the location is
mainly decided by the NMU. If the research was written for another organization, the emphasis
would maybe be put on another region. The requirements set by Radboud University added the
political-institutional element to the research question. The choice of research design and data
collection method stem from the research philosophy and are further explained in section 3.4.
The data analysis is discussed in section 3.5 and the data interpretation is apparent from the
results chapter. Finally, the conclusions that are made in this research, are based on findings
that appear after taking all these research steps. It can be stated that the researcher and
internship organization had certain expectations before starting this research project. An
important bias is that the researcher had a positive attitude towards solar energy (as opposed to
carbon-based energy sources).The researcher also had a positive attitude towards converting
farmland back into nature. The main research question reflects this opportunistic point of view
by questioning what is needed for successful implementation of ecological solar fields rather
than questioning if it is a desirable development in the GC. These personal beliefs, however,
were not expressed during the interviews, nor were they used for actively steering the research
towards specific outcomes. Subjectivity is decreased by letting others (thesis supervisor,
internship supervisor, fellow students) read the methods and results section and discuss them.
Whenever necessary, there was the option to listen to sound clips of interviews again or reread
parts of a transcript. More on the validity, reliability and transparency of this research can be
found in section 3.6.
As for ethical considerations, there are four main principles to keep in mind: (1) no harm should
come to the research participants, (2) all participants should be adequately informed about the
consent they give, (3) there should be no invasion of privacy, and (4) there should be no
deception involved (Bryman, 2012). During the communication for setting up an interview,
participants were always given a short description of the topics and length of the interview.
Additionally, before starting the actual interview, they were given an introduction to this thesis’
aim, as well as an estimation of the time it would take. Participants were asked to give
permission for recording the interview so that it could be transcribed afterwards. Since this
thesis is uploaded onto a public database, the participants are not mentioned by name, but by
organization instead.
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3.2 INTERNSHIP ORGANIZATION: THE NMU
This thesis was partly written for the Natuur en Milieufederatie Utrecht (NMU), a non-profit
organization committed to achieving a healthy and sustainable province with an enjoyable
landscape, a rich nature, and a clean environment. The NMU both creates and takes part in
initiatives and networks aimed at making the province more sustainable. While writing this
thesis, the researcher was able to consult with her colleagues from all teams, like energy &
resources, rural areas & green space, and spatial planning. They gave her the space to work
independently, but also helped her to define the research and provide ideas and (expert) insight
when consulted. They also connected her to several interview contacts, which would have been
harder to do without their network. Aside from writing the thesis, the researcher supported the
NMU’s spatial planning team where she carried out tasks such as checking for harmful
elements in spatial development plans regarding Utrecht’s protected groundwater sites and
natural areas.
3.3 RESEARCH STRATEGY
A general distinction in research approaches could be made between quantitative and
qualitative research. Qualitative research puts an emphasis on the quantification in the
collection and analysis of data, whereas qualitative research emphasizes ‘words rather than
quantification’ (Bryman, 2012). In this case, it means that data is gathered by in-depth
interviews with key actors instead of e.g. numerous surveys. Qualitative research takes into
account that findings are created based on the ways in which individuals interpret their social
world, and from this a social reality (which is constantly shifting) is described (Bryman, 2012).
This thesis adopts the qualitative research approach, as this fits within the research philosophy.
The relationship between theory and empiricism typically manifests itself in two ways: through
a deductive and inductive approach. The deductive approach is a research form in which the
researcher first creates expectations or hypotheses based on ideas from existing scientific
literature (i.e. the theory). These hypotheses are then empirically tested and can then be
substantiated or rejected, and some adjustment recommendations might be made to the initial
theory (Bryman, 2012). The inductive approach, however, has an opposite research process.
Here, observations/findings lead to a certain research topic, from which a new theory might be
formed by extracting generalizable results from these observations (Bryman, 2012). The
difference between deductive and inductive research is also shown in figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Deductive and inductive
approach

Source: Bryman (2012), p.26

Even though it is not uncommon for elements of
both approaches to be present within social
science, this thesis mainly adopted the deductive
approach. This is visible in the first place by the
literature review, from which certain conditions
and requirements were derived for the research
track on physical aspects to ecological solar
fields. These theoretical conditions formed the
basis for the data collection phase and were
questioned during the interviews. Regarding the
other research track, focusing on the politicalinstitutional aspects, the approach is also
deductive. The existing theory of PAA is used in
the case-specific situation of the GC. In some
way, the PAA is being turned into a more
practical means of explaining a policy situation
and its interconnected dimensions. However, this
thesis is not focused specifically on proving an
existing theory. Rather, it takes elements of
theories and pre-existing scientific findings to
create insight into a the specific research
situation.

3.4 RESEARCH DESIGN & METHOD
This thesis was mainly designed as a case study. Case studies aim to research the nature and
complexity of a specific situation by a detailed and intensive analysis (Bryman, 2012). It is
thereby crucial that the case is clearly defined. Furthermore, case studies can serve several
purposes or take on several forms, one of which is the representative or exemplifying case. The
objective of this type of case study “is to capture the circumstances and conditions of an
everyday or commonplace situation” (Yin (2009) in Bryman, 2012, p.70). Within this thesis,
the GC was selected as the case study area. Even though this case was not fully representative
for the rest of the Netherlands, there were some similar circumstances to be found, such as the
nationwide tension between the policy fields of ND, RE and agriculture. Furthermore, when
specifying the characteristics of an ecological solar field, these could apply to areas outside of
the GC as well. Additionally, governmental policies regarding ecological solar fields might be
comparable across provinces, and different actors from the same actor groups could be found
(e.g. Natuurmonumenten). The case was therefore not highly unique and could possibly
provide some insight for other locations as well.
Even though the main design seems to be the case study, some elements of a crosssectional design were used as well. Even though cross-sectional design is predominantly
applied within quantitative research, it is not uncommon that elements of it are applied within
qualitative research too (Bryman, 2012). Within this thesis, the cross-sectional element is found
in the comparison of several situations from which elements are extracted to supplement,
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substantiate, or question the literature findings. Cases from other Dutch provinces are used as
an example since there are no ecological solar fields present yet in Utrecht. For the physicalspatial research track, three cases were selected to provide insight in the possibilities for
ecological solar fields in the Netherlands. Solar field De Kwekerij (province of Gelderland),
solar field Ubbena (province of Drenthe) and the fictive business case by Groen
Ontwikkelfonds Brabant (GOB) (province of Brabant) were mentioned several times during
the literature study (e.g. in Klaassen et al. (2018) and Nationaal Consortium Zon in Landschap
en Landbouw (2018)). These three cases all differ from each other (see sections 4.1.1 - 4.1.3),
which means they might provide different kinds of insight in important aspects to ecological
solar fields. For the political-institutional research track, the GOB business case is consulted
again, this time along with the policy situation regarding ecological solar fields of the province
of Overijssel. The GOB, being a governmental organization, can provide insight into both
research tracks and is therefore consulted twice. The province of Overijssel was selected as an
example after the researcher read their policy document ‘Handreiking kwaliteitsimpuls
zonnevelden’ (2019). Such a document had not been published yet by the province of Utrecht.
In the Overijssel document, an area similar to the GC was described, along with several solar
field strategies for differently sized areas. More details on the Overijssel case can be found in
section 4.2.3.
Now that the research design is explained, it provides the framework in which one or
several methods can be applied to collect data (Bryman, 2012). As mentioned in the
introduction, there are two sub-questions that need to be answered before the researcher can
formulate findings to the main research question, which was: ‘what are the barriers to and
opportunities for ecological solar fields in the Green Contour?’ In the following, the research
methods are discussed per sub-question, after which the full research design is visualized in
figure 3.2.
3.4.1 What are the physical and spatial aspects to ecological solar fields?
This sub-question initiates the first research track. To be able to find out what is currently
known about the spatial-physical aspects, it was crucial for the researcher to first perform desk
research. A literature study was performed on scientific articles, related to the topic of physical
and spatial characteristics for solar fields in general. Furthermore, literature concerning natural
elements on solar fields was reviewed as well. This way, both non-ecological and ecological
solar fields were included in the literature review. After all, some aspects, such as technical
considerations, can go for both ecological as non-ecological fields. At first, only articles
concerning the Netherlands were consulted, but soon literature concerning other countries was
added to build a more strongly supported ‘requirements list’ in which the conditions and
requirements were put together. The specific search terms that were used for gathering articles
can be found in appendix 9.3.
This physical requirements list was then discussed with respondents during
(experience) expert interviews. These were semi-structured interviews with a topic list, so that
the importance of the theoretical requirements could be discussed but also to leave room for
additional information from the respondents. Inclusion criteria for the respondents consisted of
their organization being well-known for their ecological expertise or them being actively,
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practically involved (i.e. experience experts) with the physical or spatial aspect to ecological
solar fields. With some help from the NMU, several ecological consultancy agency employees
were interviewed, including respondents from Bureau Waardenburg, Eelerwoude, and
Wij.land. As for experience experts, interviewees for solar field De Kwekerij (constructed in
2016), solar field Ubbena (constructed in 2017) and the fictive business case of the Groen
Ontwikkelfonds Brabant (GOB) (issued in 2017) were interviewed. The Kwekerij and Ubbena
cases were selected as they had visibly added natural elements to their solar parks to improve
the area’s biodiversity. Also, they were constructed on a former housing construction site
(Kwekerij) and a former dumping ground (Ubbena), which are both areas with a low
biodiversity rate that could potentially be improved. The GOB case was selected as it shows
similarities to Utrecht, e.g. the slow development of a GC like area, for which it provides a plan
to deal with this situation. The respondents’ organization and function title are shown in table
3.1. For privacy reasons, their names are not mentioned.
Table 3.1: Overview (experience) experts for spatial-physical research track
Organization

Function(s)

Bureau Waardenburg

Landscape architect

Eelerwoude

Landscape architect

Wij.land

Ecologist & business developer

Groen Ontwikkelfonds Brabant
(first interview, GOB-I)

Advisor Ondernemend Natuurnetwerk

Solar field De Kwekerij

Co-founder solar field & municipal policy
advisor sustainability

Solar field Ubbena
(2 interviewees)

Co-founder solar field & co-founder
Vrijopnaam;
Flower & herb meadow consultant at
Cruydt-Hoeck

Even though the interviews were semi-structured, there were some core topics that were
discussed with every respondent, including but not limited to:
- The respondent’s and/or their organization’s involvement in nature development and/or
solar energy;
- Their opinion on solar energy production on farmlands;
- Their opinion on solar energy production in natural areas;
- What they think an ecological solar field should look like regarding location, size,
design, management, technology, and duration;
- What they think could be signs of a recovering ecology;
- What they think the opportunities of and/or downsides to ecological solar fields are in
relation to nature development.
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3.4.2 What developments are currently taking place in the GC’s policy arrangement and what
can be learned from the example cases?
To help describe phenomena in practice, certain existing theories can be used as a so-called
searchlight. This helps the researcher to provide insight in research phenomena that would
otherwise go unnoticed. The goal of the chosen searchlight theory is not to prove its truth, but
to use it as a certain starting point for the research (Baarda et al., 2009). The searchlight theory
used for the political-institutional research track is the PAA. First of all, the three policy
domains are explained along the dimensions of the PAA. Since it is not the core part of this
research to research each domain into detail, only a small section is reserved for this part and
the domains are explained by conducting desk research. Non-scientific articles, such as policy
documents, news articles, and (governmental) web pages formed the main source of
information. The second step was reviewing the ‘full’ GC policy arrangement in practice,
which involved the data collection method of interviewing. Through semi-structured
interviews, several actors (organizations) within the GC were asked for their views on the solar
energy and ND challenge. Inclusion criteria for respondents involved a clear interest/stake
within the GC and a clear (future) role within this area. Along with some help from the NMU,
interviews were arranged with employees from Staatsbosbeheer, Natuurmonumenten, Utrechts
Landschap, the province of Utrecht, LTO Noord, and Gebiedscoöperatie (area cooperative) Ogen. See table 3.2 for the function description of the interviewees. Staatsbosbeheer,
Natuurmonumenten and Utrechts Landschap together represent the SMOs, with part of their
domains in the GC. They have an overall expert knowledge of natural areas and their relation
to surrounding farmlands and possible combination options with other land uses. Due to time
limitation, rather than interviewing individual farmers within the GC, LTO Noord was asked
as a respondent. LTO is a farmer’s interest organization that should be representative for their
members, although it should be noted that one organization might not speak for all farmers
within this GC area. Along with area cooperative O-gen, there is a second area cooperative
operational within the province (Utrecht-West), but unfortunately they did not respond to the
interview request. O-gen is an area cooperative with members from all kinds of nature- and
agricultural organizations that concerns itself with the rural area in the eastern part of Utrecht.

Table 3.2: Overview Green Contour actors
Organization

Function(s)

Province of Utrecht
(3 interviewees, double interview PU-I
and singular PU-II)

Project leader energy transition;
Project leader/policy officer landscapes;
Independent consultant spatial quality

Staatsbosbeheer
(2 interviewees, SBB-I and SBB-II)

Senior employee business management;
Account manager

Natuurmonumenten (NM)

Employee green space

Utrechts Landschap (UL)

Project leader/policy officer
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Area cooperative O-gen

Project manager

LTO Noord

Project advisor

ND policies are relatively comparable across all Dutch provinces due to similar policy
frameworks and the policy domain being relatively stable, but this is not the case for RE
policies. During preliminary literature research on the political-institutional research track,
there was not enough information available to create a requirements list similar to the physical
research track. Instead, a multitude of policy documents on RE strategies by different
governmental institutions (national, provincial, and municipal governments) was found,
containing different approaches to solar fields in the rural area. One policy document in
particular stood out to the researcher. It was issued by the province of Overijssel in 2017 and
described different approaches to solar fields in the rural area, but it also took into account the
differences that exist within this rural area, e.g. in terms of lot size or proximity to villages.
This seemed like an interesting organization that could share their knowledge and experience
on the development of ecological solar fields in their province. Two policy advisors agreed to
the interview request. Furthermore, during the second interview with the GOB the researcher
asked about both physical and institutional aspects that stood out according to the interviewee.
Lastly, most actors that were interviewed for the spatial-physical research track, also briefly
touched upon the institutional side. They are not mentioned here as targeted interviewees, but
their insights will be taken into account in the results chapter.
Table 3.3: Additional experience experts for political-institutional conditions research track
Organization

Function

Province of Overijssel (PO)
(Overijssel-I & Overijssel-II)

Advisor ‘space’ (ruimte);
Advisor spatial quality

Groen Ontwikkelfonds Brabant (GOB)
(second interview, GOB-II)

Advisor Ondernemend Natuurnetwerk

The core topics that were discussed here with the GC actors and the (experience) experts
included but were not limited to:
- What actors are involved in ecological solar fields;
- If there are certain actor groups visible who share the same interests;
- What is needed in terms of resources for the development of ecological solar fields;
- Who they believe are the dominant actors/groups and why;
- What they think the future of ecological solar fields will be;
- If they think ecological solar fields might form a solution to the lack of funding for (an
area such as) the Green Contour.
An important note for both the physical and political-institutional research tracks, is that it
happened on several occasions that a respondent also provided information concerning another
research question than the one they were initially interviewed for. This additional data is taken
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into consideration whenever useful in answering the research question. However, for clarity
purposes, they remain classified under their specific research question as is done in tables 3.1
- 3.3.
The research steps and their place within this research are now visualized in this figure:
Figure 3.2: Research design

3.5 EMPIRICAL DATA ANALYSIS
As a data collection method, semi-structured interviews were conducted. All but one interview
- due to technical failure - were recorded which resulted in over 17 hours of audio footage. All
interviews were transcribed and in turn these text documents were coded. The full transcripts
are uploaded onto a separate Radboud University database and are not included in this thesis’
appendix. The programme used for coding was Atlas TI. The first step of coding was open
coding, in which all transcripts were read from beginning to end and while doing so, fragments
of a transcript were given some sort of main theme code. These codes were mainly based on
terms derived from the core concept descriptions and theoretical framework in chapter two. All
codes can be found in appendix 9.4. During the data analysis, codes were given to any fragment
that could help with answering the research questions. Furthermore, other parts that seemed
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relevant to a final discussion were given a code as well. Some next steps could have included
axial coding and selective coding (Baarda et al., 2009 & Bryman, 2012), but since this thesis
is not aimed at developing new theories, these steps were not undertaken. Rather, by the means
of open coding, enough information could be extracted to answer the research questions.
3.6 VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY
For quantitative research there is a strict replication requirement, meaning that research should
be replicable to check if the same results occur. Standardized methods and measuring
instruments are often used for this. However, in qualitative research, this procedure is not
feasible nor desirable since it is partly dependent on coincidences, which makes it hard if not
impossible to replicate the research (Baarda et al., 2009). Rather, some alternative criteria for
assessing the quality of qualitative research in terms of validity and reliability are proposed by
several researchers and as to this day, it is still an ongoing debate in which all kinds of
alternatives are suggested. As this thesis takes on a highly constructivist approach, the criteria
as suggested by Guba & Lincoln (1994) in Bryman (2012) are adopted here. Instead of using
the terms validity and reliability, the terms of trustworthiness and authenticity are proposed.
Trustworthiness consists of the four subcategories of credibility (the extent to which the
outcomes of the research are a plausible display of the research situation), transferability (the
extent to which a case is described in enough detail, so that other situations might be
relatable/compared), dependability (in which as much information as possible is kept on all
steps within the research), and confirmability (where the researcher safeguards their personal
influence on the research process).
One way of ensuring credibility is by applying the triangulation method. Here, findings
are checked from different forms of data collection methods, which is done in this thesis by
analysing scientific and policy documents, after which findings from the literature and
additional observations (e.g. the lack of GC funding) are again during interviews. This way,
findings are based on more than one data source. Other methods are peer-debriefing and
member-checking. Peer-debriefing was done by letting the thesis supervisor oversee the
research process and by letting the thesis supervisor oversee the research findings.
Transferability can be seen as a substitute for the replication requirement. Since it is
hard - if not impossible - to repeat this research in the exact same way (due to a constantly
changing social setting), it is important to provide a ‘thick description’ of the research situation.
Therefore, the GC policy situation is described in detail using the dimensions of the PAA,
which provides a display of the GC case at this moment in time. Provinces dealing with the
same or comparable policy aspects, might learn from this case. Similarities could be found in
the policy domains of ND, RE and agriculture (see section 2.3), in the geographical conditions
of the GC - a collection of farmlands destined to become nature - (see section 2.1.5), or in the
composition of important actors and actor groups, the resources that are at stake, and the
discourses that are present. It is important to keep in mind that this thesis’ case is not exactly
generalisable, but by describing where similarities might be found, it becomes easier to
compare this situation to other ones.
Dependability is aimed for by listing the search terms used during the literature review,
by keeping a list of the interviewees and their inclusion criteria, uploading the interview
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transcripts (onto the Radboud University’s database), and providing the list of the coding terms.
This way, the steps taken along the research process can be retrieved and checked by others.
The confirmability of this research has been discussed in section 3.1. The authenticity criterion
is not generally thought of as being an influential concept within the scientific discussion on
the wider impact of research (Bryman, 2012). Therefore, this criterion is not used as a measure
within this research. It becomes clear, however, that research should have a wider impact, and
contribute to the existing body of scientific literature. The contribution this research is expected
to have, has been explained in the social & scientific relevance section (see section 1.3).
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4. RESULTS
This chapter describes the outcomes of the data collection. It is structured similar to the method
section, using the research questions as a guidance for putting the data in order. In section 4.1,
the theoretical findings for the spatial-physical research track are compared to the interview
outcomes with experts involved in the design of (ecological) solar field projects and experience
experts that were involved in the entire process of developing an ecological solar field. This
leads to a substantiation of some theoretical claims, and also to a list of additional requirements
for/aspects to the spatial-physical side of ecological solar fields. Then, in section 4.2, the
findings for the political-institutional research track are discussed. The PA dimensions
regarding the GC and its relevant actors are described, as well as important resources, rules of
the game and the different discourses. Furthermore, similar to section 4.1, a list is provided of
important requirements for/aspects to the political-institutional side of solar fields.
4.1 SPATIAL-PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS
In chapter two, a literature study was conducted to list some of the theoretically based
expectations regarding ecological solar fields on farmlands, resulting in table 2.1. Now, the
table is revised to see which elements are confirmed in practice. In table 4.1 the same
requirements/aspects are shown, but a third column is added in which the (experience) actors
are mentioned that support the theoretical claim.
Table 4.1: Substantiation of table 2.1 according to (experience) experts
Category

Requirement/aspect

Supported by

Design

A preferably natural buffer that allows animals
access to/through the field

GOB, Kwekerij, Waardenburg

Apply or strengthen natural elements such as
flowery grassland, ponds, and watercourses

Cruydt-Hoeck, Kwekerij,
Waardenburg

Apply biodiversity enhancing objects such as
nest boxes and insect hotels

Vrijopnaam

Panel placement: position in the field, space
between the panels, height and transparency of
the panels

Cruydt-Hoeck, Eelerwoude, GOB,
Kwekerij, Vrijopnaam,
Waardenburg

Technical
considerations

Material choice for the supporting frame
The way cables are laid

GOB

The water drainage system

Eelerwoude, GOB

Integration of transformers and converters into
the field

GOB
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Management

Signs of a
recovering ecology

Extensive soil management without pesticide,
herbicide, insecticide, and fertiliser use

Cruydt-Hoeck, Waardenburg

Extensive mowing policy

Kwekerij

Let plants develop naturally, or sow in native
grasses/herbs

Cruydt-Hoeck

Soil recovery / better soil health

Cruydt-Hoeck, GOB, Kwekerij,
Waardenburg

Increase in plant population and diversity

Cruydt-Hoeck, GOB

Increase in insect population and diversity

Cruydt-Hoeck, GOB

Increase in foraging or breeding birds
The attraction of amphibians and reptiles
Signs of species depending on the field for
reproduction
Special ecosystems are present

Now, not all claims are supported by the interviewees, especially the effects of solar fields.
This does not mean they reject the claim. The majority of the interviewees emphasized the
importance of and need for long-term, standardized monitoring so that the effects of solar fields
can be determined and predicted for each specific situation. Without monitoring, they are
unable to make hard claims about the effects of solar fields. Aside from these theoretical
requirements and aspects, some additional aspects from practical cases are found. In the
following, three example cases are discussed and their spatial-physical requirements and
aspects are collected in table 4.2.
4.1.1 Example 1: Solar park Ubbena
While conducting this research, it became clear that there are no ecological solar fields present
yet in Utrecht. Therefore, some existing projects were looked at in other provinces, to find out
what their considerations for spatial requirements were. First of all, the case of solar park
Ubbena is discussed. At the end of 2017, a solar field in Ubbena (province of Drenthe) was
realised. This field consists of 2,200 solar panels and with 600 MW it can generate electricity
for about 150 to 200 households. It is situated at an old dumping ground, which had not been
in use for a while and that was covered under a sand pile. The idea for a solar field at this
location came from Energierijk Zeijen, a local citizens’ initiative. This idea was developed into
a plan together with the municipalities of Assen and Tynaarlo, the provincial government of
Drenthe, and the NGO Natuur en Milieufederatie Drenthe. Later on, Energierijk Zeijen
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experienced too much financial risk, and through the Natuur en Milieufederatie Drenthe the
initiative got connected to Vrijopnaam, a solar energy cooperation. Since there was a broad
social and political support for the solar field at this location, Vrijopnaam was eager to design
and develop this field, and by investing about €700,000 the financial risks disappeared for
Energierijk Zeijen. The solar panels are set up in rows with space between them for sunlight
and water to reach the ground. Around the solar field an iron fence is placed, which was
demanded by the insurance company. The ecological aspect to it was not originally part of the
design, but was later on added by Vrijopnaam, when they were at the location. Here, they found
out they had more space than at first imagined, meaning that the opportunity for applying
natural elements became a viable option (Vrijopnaam, personal communication, June 24,
2019). The company Cruydt-Hoeck, grower and supplier of wild flower seeds, was responsible
for the biodiversity part. They created a mix of flowers and herbs that would match with the
native biodiversity in that area, and attract bees and other insects. Together with ecological
nature management and an extensive mowing management, insect populations are expected to
see a boost here at the solar field (Cruydt-Hoeck, personal communication, July 1, 2019). It is
also expected that the soil health will see an increase due to the newly added nature as opposed
to the former sand pile.
4.1.2 Example 2: Solar park De Kwekerij
Solar field De Kwekerij in Hengelo (province of Gelderland) consists of 7.1 hectares and has
combined 7,000 solar panels with nature and recreation on a former tree nursery site. Initiator
of the project was a policy officer sustainability & environment for the municipality of
Bronckhorst. The location where this solar field was built, was initially appointed for housing
construction. But due to the financial crisis of 2012, this trajectory came to an end (Kwekerij,
personal communication, August 7, 2019). Since the municipality was also tasked with RE
generation, the location was found to be suitable as a test project location for an ecological
solar field. The municipality bought the property rights from the housing developer and created
a publicly accessible solar field. There was room left in between the panels for water and
sunlight to reach the soil. The energy generation function was combined with nature and
recreation, which is visible by the application of several natural and climate adaptive elements,
such as wadis, the sowing in of native grasses, herbs, and flowers to help the insect population,
and the use of hawthorns as natural fencing instead of iron fences. Walking paths and three
access points to the field were applied for accessibility, and a kitchen garden and ‘food forest’
are also present next to the solar field. Moreover, the structure of the former tree nursery
(including some of the trees) was maintained which results in height differences across the
field. Mowing the grass is done by letting some sheep graze at different moments in time at
different parts of the field, so not all vegetation is ‘mowed’ at once. Some maintenance is also
done by people, e.g. keeping the paths accessible. Recreation is possible and local residents
often do so, which is visible by the number of people walking (their dog) here. To them, it feels
like their neighbourhood’s park, which is also apparent from the resident volunteers that open
up and close the park every day (Kwekerij, personal communication, August 7, 2019). One of
the investors, ASN Bank, also gifted an insect hotel which is placed along the field.
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4.1.3 Example 3: Business case Groen Ontwikkelfonds Brabant
The case of the GOB provides a comparable example of this thesis’ research aim. In the
province of Brabant, the need for multifunctional land use is also becoming more urgent, which
has resulted in a new approach to Brabant’s nature and energy targets. About 10,000 hectares
of new nature is to be added there, part of which will be developed through the Ondernemend
Natuurnetwerk Brabant (Brabant’s entrepreneurial nature network) (ONB). The ONB
combines and integrates economic revenue models with creating and preserving nature. A
combination with RE generation is one of several forms this could take. The ONB, together
with a consultancy firm and landscape architects, has created a fictive yet realistic business
case for the exploitation of a nature-inclusive or ecological solar field for a duration of 15 years.
During those 15 years, the solar field would generate electricity (about 475,000 KWh a year)
and also revenue, which is used to fund the nature development and management in the field
but also to pay off the land’s value to the land owner (Van Leeuwen & Van Diedenhoven,
2018), so that the former land use is not resumed and the developed nature can remain. Part of
this land value repayment is covered by subsidy from the GOB.
The area in which the solar field would lie, is similar to a GC area. It concerns parts of
land which are to be transformed into nature, but that are currently occupied by another
function, often agriculture. The ONB has a subsidy available for this type of land, which makes
it possible for a solar field to be implemented with keeping at least 30% of the land available
to natural elements. Since the solar panels are not occupying all of the land, nature development
is possible between and along the panels, e.g. in the form of growth of several grasses, flowers
and herbs. After the 15 year period, the solar field is removed and nature remains (Van
Leeuwen & Van Diedenhoven, 2018). By that time, it is assumed that enough measures have
been taken for the energy demand to have significantly dropped through increased efficiency
and for enough other RE sources to meet this lower demand.
Regarding the location of the solar field, it is most likely placed on (part of) farmland
or an estate, since farmers and estate owners are the mainly found actors in rural areas. The
ONB within this project focuses only on grounds they are not able to acquire in any other way.
Farmers and estate owners are also entrepreneurs, which is an important part of the GOB/ONB
case. Since the goal is to develop new nature - and nature organizations are often hesitant to
engage in multifunctional land use - existing natural areas are excluded from the possible
locations. Focussing on the design of the field, it is mentioned that this can take on many forms,
all depending on the ideas of the landowner and how it fits within the business case. There is
no preference for a south-oriented or east-west set up, just as long as the panels do not
negatively impact the ground underneath in the long term (GOB, personal communication,
June 26, 2019). It is also possible to fully cover one part of the ground while developing nature
elsewhere so ND and RE do not necessarily have to be combined at the exact same spot. The
ONB always discusses the many options with the landowner to reach a mutually beneficial
design for economic feasibility and ND. Requirements are that there should be robust natural
elements in the field and that there are 30% less solar panels as compared to non-ecological
solar fields. As for the management of the fields, the same goes here as for the design. Not by
standardized rules, but by exploring the opportunities along with the landowner. Since there
can be different designs and management styles, the effects can differ as well. For example,
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depending on its location, a solar field could contribute to a better hydrological system (e.g.
when it forms a final ‘puzzle piece’ to a hydrological issue), soil health could improve, or
nature could be realized directly instead of over the course of 15 years, which in turn could
strengthen the NNN (GOB, personal communication, June 26, 2019).
Table 4.2: Spatial-physical aspects from example cases
Solar park Ubbena

Solar park De Kwekerij

Business case GOB

Location

- Former dumping
ground

- A combination of former
farmland and a tree nursery,
initially appointed for housing
development

- On farmland
- On estate land
- Not in existing nature

Design

- A mixture of native
grasses, herbs, and
flowers underneath the
panels
- Space between the
panels for water and
sunlight to reach soil

- Natural elements in the field
and native grasses, herbs, and
flowers under the panels
- Climate adaptive elements
- Space between the panels for
water and light to reach soil
- Publicly accessible
- The structure of the tree
nursery is maintained
- A kitchen garden and ‘food
forest’
- No iron fencing, but sheep
wire fence and hawthorns
- An insect hotel

- Robust natural elements
- 30% less panels than
‘usual’
- Temporal (15 years)
- Natural elements that fit
to the area and/or
surrounding nature

Technical
considerations

- Design the field in a way
that cables and such do not
disturb the field when
removing after 15 years

Management

- Ecological: what does - Mowing is done by sheep*
the field need?
- Opening/closing field is
- Extensive mowing
done by local residents

- No standard guidelines/
preference

Possible
effects/ signs
of recovering
ecology

- Increased insect
population
- Healthier soil

- Better hydrological
system/water management
- Soil health
- Direct ND, possibly
strengthen NNN

- More insects
- Possibly more birds
- Improved soil health
- Water collection & retention
- Local support, recreational
value

*The sheep are no longer on the field due to an incident between some sheep and the panel
construction
During the interviews with the GC actors, experts, and experience experts, many more spatialphysical aspects came up. These aspects are not individually discussed but rather they are
shown in table 4.3 along with their supporting actors.
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Table 4.3: Additional spatial-physical requirements (all actors)
Category

Requirement/aspect

Supported by

Location

The ecological value a solar field has to offer, is also
dependent on surrounding nature

Eelerwoude, GOB, PO, SBBI, UL, Waardenburg

Put solar fields first on dumping grounds and industrial
areas, then on the ‘bad’ (agricultural) grounds

Eelerwoude, SBB-I,
Vrijopnaam

An ecological solar field does not necessarily need to
border existing nature, instead it could serve as a
stepping stone...

PO, Waardenburg

...although a larger, connected area might also give you
control over e.g. the hydrological system

Cruydt-Hoeck

When located on farmlands, almost any form of ND is a
bonus

Cruydt-Hoeck, GOB I,
Kwekerij, NM, SBB-II,
Waardenburg

Building a solar field in existing nature is a no-go

GOB, NM, SBB-I, SBB-II,
UL, Waardenburg

Water bodies in which little to no daylight reaches the
bottom (deep/cloudy water) might form a suitable
location for solar panels

SBB-II

Applying a solar field to a shallow lake might possibly
create opportunities for meadow birds and
simultaneously take on the land subsidence issue

PU-I

Nearby farmers could experience adverse effects from
the solar field’s herbs, which might cause them to use
(more) herbicides

Cruydt-Hoeck

A solar field can function as a climate buffer

SBB-I, Kwekerij, UL

Applied landscape elements should not be temporary
even if the solar field is

Eelerwoude, GOB, Kwekerij,
PO, UL, Waardenburg

The size of a field is highly location-specific: what is
fitting to that area?

Eelerwoude, GOB I,
Kwekerij, PO, SBB-I, PU-I

Messy nature and gradients in landscape are highly
valuable to many species

Waardenburg

Solar panels can be combined well with wetlands.
Wetlands are also the biggest part of the total nature
challenge

Cruydt-Hoeck, GOB I,
Kwekerij, NM, SBB-II, UL

Design
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Technical
considerations

Management

Signs of a
recovering
ecology

Herbs and flowers on a solar field can stimulate insect
life

Cruydt-Hoeck

The relations between animals and plants are stronger
with endemic/local trees, bushes and herbaceous species

Cruydt-Hoeck

ND can be combined with the field or take place right
next to the field. Combining creates a larger area with a
biodiversity impulse, while not combining causes less
external influences on the ecology

Cruydt-Hoeck, PO

The field shot not be too far away from a grid
connection...

Eelerwoude, Kwekerij, O-gen,
PO, PU-I, SBB-I, UL

...although grid connection is not all: the energy network
needs to be substantially expanded in the (near) future

PO, Vrijopnaam

Sheep can be the extensive mowing method

Kwekerij

Sheep eat everything, so letting them graze could cause a
decline in biodiversity

Cruydt-Hoeck, Vrijopnaam

The management method should be considered during
the design phase

Kwekerij, UL, Waardenburg

The field’s management can be fully adjusted to the
natural needs and the hydrology could be (fully) restored

GOB-II

In the case of a temporal ecological field, you could
choose between an ‘intensive’ field for a shorter period,
or a more extensive field for a longer period (until
enough revenue is gained through the business case)

GOB-II

A clear, standardized monitoring programme needs to be
put in place to be able to determine and report the effects
of solar fields

Eelerwoude, GOB-I,
Kwekerij, NM, SBB-II, UL

4.1.4 Conclusion
The spatial-physical conditions are categorized into location, design, technical considerations,
management, and signs of a recovering ecology. Locational aspects refer to the function an
ecological solar field has within the broader area. Main findings include (1) the current function
of a planned site to see if it has potential for increased biodiversity, (2) if the location is next
to existing nature (thus expanding it) or if it can function as a natural stepping stone, (3) the
use of ‘bad’ lands and wastelands before considering good farmlands or nature, (4) farmlands
are preferred over nature, and (5) the lack of herbicide use on ecological solar fields might
cause surrounding farmers to increase their herbicide use. Looking at what classifies the design
of a solar field as ‘ecological’, important factors are (1) the presence of natural elements, and/or
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messy nature and nature gradients, (2) a natural buffer instead of iron fencing, and (3) objects
facilitating to the biodiversity, and (4) the fact that solar panels can be combined well with wet
nature. The example cases show that aside from biodiversity enhancing elements, climate
adaptive elements could be added to the field’s design as well, in which case the field may
function as a climate buffer. A cross-over is found between design and technical
considerations, as one major finding includes the panel placement. Enough space must be left
between the panels for water and sunlight to reach the soil. It is also important to consider (1)
the way the cables are laid, (2) the water drainage system, (3) the integration of transformers
and converters into the field, and (4) the distance of the solar field to the energy grid connection.
Ecological solar field management comprises of the need for extensive soil management, an
extensive mowing management plan, and for plants to develop either naturally or by sowing in
native grasses/herbs. An ambitious management plan might even benefit surrounding nature as
well as the hydrological system. Finally, soil recovery, an overall improved hydrological
system, and an increase in plant and insect population and diversity are the main signs of a
recovering ecology.
4.2 POLITICAL-INSTITUTIONAL CONDITIONS & THE GC PA
When researching the opportunities for ecological solar fields within the GC, the three policy
domains of ND, agriculture, and RE meet. While exploring the way in which these domains
meet, it is important to keep in mind the policy arrangement’s dimensions of actors, resources,
rules of the game, and discourses so that a structured overview is maintained.
4.2.1 Actors, coalitions & discourses
Since this research focuses itself on the positions, roles, and problem perceptions of GC actors,
the PA analysis takes the actor dimension as a starting point. Determining relevant actors is
done by describing (1) the key actors involved in the ND/RE/agriculture policy domain, (2) the
actor coalitions that exist and on what ground, (3) the role these actors/coalitions fulfil and (4)
the actors’/coalitions’ strategies and goals.
Multiple actors can be distinguished within the policy domains, but not all of them were
interviewed during the data collection phase. Governmental actors are relevant for all policy
domains and can be found on the national, provincial, and municipal level. The national
government remains responsible for the process of ND, by making and enforcing national
nature protection laws and making international (European) agreements. Aside from laws and
agreements, the national government invests in the NNN together with the provinces
(Rijksoverheid, n.d.). This responsibility for issuing (inter)national laws and policies or general
strategies and goals and being able to invest in developments, also lies with the national
government in the policy domains of agriculture and RE. The way in which the national
government aims to achieve certain goals is also by stimulating (and sometimes pressuring)
provincial governments into achieving sub goals, intended for that area. Provincial
governments also have the power to create legislation and policies, and have their own budget
to spend. The most prominent role of the province is their power to determine the province’s
spatial planning for rural areas outside of the ‘red contour’, a term used for cities and villages.
The municipalities are tasked with spatial planning within their red contour, and also the rural
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area surrounding it. This means that municipalities and province often meet when large-scale
developments take place in rural areas, or other projects that happen to be of both provincial
and municipal importance. Additionally, all municipalities are part of a RES region (three of
which are within the province of Utrecht), meaning they have to work together with many other
organizations to create a RE strategy specific to their area in the near future.
Several SMOs are involved in the GC arrangement, including but not limited to
Natuurmonumenten, Staatsbosbeheer, Utrechts Landschap, water boards and Rijkswaterstaat.
These organizations own or are likely to own GC sites in the future once it is assigned as nature.
Most GC grounds currently do not fall within the property of an SMO, but are owned by
farmers or estate owners. The role of SMOs includes acquiring, managing and sometimes
trading nature areas. Water boards specifically are tasked with managing water systems within
their region, meaning they are often concerned with agriculture’s and nature’s interest.
Several more actors can be distinguished when looking at the RE domain. It includes
actors such as energy network operators, energy suppliers (either companies or (local)
cooperatives), solar field developers, and local residents (living nearby a solar field). In short,
these actors together are tasked with realizing and managing the demanded energy generation
projects, providing the needed infrastructure to actually generate, transport, and deliver the
energy, and to create a feasible business model for it. Local residents can either oppose or
support new energy generating projects within their area.
Other relevant organizations consist of area-specific cooperatives (area cooperative Ogen and Utrecht-West), RES regions, the NMU, and the Netherlands Agricultural and
Horticultural Association (LTO). Their roles, along with all actors mentioned above, are stated
in table 4.4.
Table 4.4: Main GC actors and their role
Involved actor

Fulfilling what role?

Main policy
domain(s)?

National
government

International (European) agreements, national
legislation and/or policy frameworks, providing
subsidies/investments

Agriculture, nature,
renewable energy

Province of Utrecht

Provincial legislation and/or policy frameworks,
spatial planning, providing subsidies, granting
permits

Agriculture, nature,
renewable energy

Municipalities in
Utrecht

Local legislation and/or policy, spatial planning,
providing subsidies, granting permits, being part of a
RES

Differs per municipality

Natuurmonumenten

Nature management and development

Nature

Utrechts Landschap

Nature management and development

Nature

Staatsbosbeheer

Nature management and development, land lease

Agriculture, nature
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Private landowners

Nature/agriculture management and development,
land lease

Agriculture, nature

Water boards

Water system management

Agriculture, nature
(water systems)

Land- en
Representing the interests of their members
tuinbouworganisatie
(LTO)

Agriculture

Individual farmers

Agriculture

Farming, land lease, agricultural nature management

Area cooperative O- Networking/platform function, improving quality of
gen
rural areas

Agriculture, nature

RES regions

Guiding the energy transition

Renewable energy

Energy network
operators

Energy network management (e.g. maintenance,
expanding capacity)

Renewable energy

Energy suppliers/
cooperatives

Providing/selling energy

Renewable energy

Solar field
developers

Initiating, designing, and managing solar fields

Renewable energy

NMU

Taking initiatives and collaborating with residents,
businesses, CSOs, and governments on projects
benefiting nature and environment

Agriculture, nature and
renewable energy

Local residents

Supporting or opposing developments in their living
area

Differs per situation

These actors rarely stand alone. Often, they share certain ideas or goals, or have other reasons
for working together. This results in actor groups or coalitions, which can be based upon a
shared discourse, their possession or lack of resources, and/or because of certain rules of the
game that might determine coalitions. Since ecological solar fields in the GC do not yet exist,
the actor coalitions here are determined based on a shared discourse. After all, following the
Dutch ‘polder model’, it is almost customary that a lot of discussion between all kinds of
stakeholders takes place before deciding upon the development course for a policy. The
stakeholders’ viewpoints can be formulated as a discourse, for which proponents and opponents
can be distinguished. Several different aspects can be distinguished when discussing ecological
solar fields in the GC, for which the GC actors are categorized as opponent, proponent, or
neutral:
- Spatially combining solar energy and nature;
- Putting solar fields on farmlands;
- Solar fields in the GC;
- Ecological solar fields as a means to turn farmland into nature.
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Spatially combining solar energy and nature is one of the components of the research topic.
The province of Utrecht and Staatsbosbeheer are proponents of this function combination.
Utrecht sees the urgency for combining multiple functions in one area, due to many policy
challenges ahead of them. Combining solar energy and nature could be one way to make
progress towards sustainable energy and ND development goals at the same time.
Staatsbosbeheer is currently faced with the challenge to find new business models to be able to
manage and develop their areas. One way of doing so, might be by engaging with
multifunctional land use. Staatsbosbeheer is already leasing parts of their land to provide space
for wind turbines. If research and monitoring can confirm that solar fields do not negatively
impact Staatsbosbeheer’s nature, they are willing to participate in this function combination as
well. Natuurmonumenten and Utrechts Landschap are opposing this multifunctionality. They
share the view that nature should be purely nature, without combining it with any economic
activity. According to both organizations, the current natural areas are already under a lot of
pressure, and simply not enough nature has been realized yet. They say the NNN, which is a
smaller area than the former EHS, should have been already realized by now, and they are not
convinced that the realization will be finalized in 2027. Area cooperative O-gen took a neutral
stance for this function combination, simply because they do not have any experience with it
yet. During the interview with LTO Noord, the focus lied on agriculture instead of nature, so
this particular aspect was not discussed.
The next component, putting solar fields on farmlands, also divided the actors.
Proponents are Natuurmonumenten and Utrechts Landschap, saying that solar fields have no
place in nature and should therefore be placed on farmlands. On the other hand, LTO Noord
and area cooperative O-gen share the view that since farmers are passionate about their job,
they are not that eager to make their land available to solar field developers. There is also the
fear that by doing this, the high quality farmlands might become unavailable for farming
activities. Neutral parties are Staatsbosbeheer and the province of Utrecht, who can see both
sides of this situation. The province of course is faced with multiple policy challenges,
including ND and maintaining enough productive farmland, for which difficult choices need
to be made. Staatsbosbeheer did not really have a strong opinion on this situation.
The idea of putting solar fields in the GC apparently proposes an alternative perspective.
Only one opponent can be found, LTO Noord. Since the GC consists of farmlands, the same
reasoning here applies as for the solar fields on farmlands component. When talking about the
GC instead of the broader concept of farmlands, some change in perception appears, causing
Natuurmonumenten and Utrechts Landschap to shift towards neutral instead of proponent.
Since the GC is intended to become nature, their shared perspective here is different than on
other farmlands. Their reasoning expresses some concern regarding the development rate of
the NNN and surrounding GC. Unlike in the NNN, there are no economic aids available for
them to purchase GC grounds, which means Natuurmonumenten and Utrechts Landschap are
unlikely to purchase GC grounds and turn them into nature. Still, they would like to see it
turned into nature, without any economic function occupying it. This also rules out solar fields.
The opinion of the province of Utrecht and Staatsbosbeheer remain the same concerning GC
farmlands and other farmlands. Area cooperative O-gen has shifted from opponent to neutral,
as they can see that converting the GC farmlands into nature is a challenging goal, for which
creative measures might need to be found. Still, they are not completely in favour of this
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development, as more research needs to be done on the effects of solar fields and the farmers’
livelihoods need to be protected.
Finally, the ecological solar fields as a means to turn farmland into nature. This
component proposes a new financing mechanism to fund ND when governmental subsidy
remains (mostly) absent. Staatsbosbeheer, as mentioned in the first component, is looking for
more ways to finance their management and land acquirement activities and sees potential in
the sun-for-nature mechanism. However, they would like to see more research done on the
effects of solar fields on nature to be sure no negative effects will occur. Natuurmonumenten
and Utrechts Landschap stay within their ‘purely nature’ only stance, which defines them as
opponents. Still, a slight potential is recognized by both organizations if this could truly turn a
large area into nature, but another approach without multifunctionality is much preferred. They
also state that more research and monitoring needs to be done to be able to better judge this
possible combination and their conception of it. LTO Noord also forms an opponent, as they
simply do not want farmland to be turned into nature, as this would imply the loss of qualitative
farmland or negative consequences for the farmer at that location. The province of Utrecht and
area cooperative O-gen adopt a neutral attitude. The province sees some potential in the GOB
fictive business case but it is not stated that they will adopt the same approach here. Still, it is
not ruled out as a possibility. Area cooperative O-gen takes on a neutral position again, stating
that there simply is not enough information to determine whether or not this is a suitable
strategy for both sustainable rural development and protecting farmers’ livelihoods at the same
time. A short overview of the GC actor’s positions is shown in table 4.5.
Table 4.5: GC actor opponents/proponents to GC solar field aspects
RQ component

Proponents

Opponents

Neutral

Spatially combining solar
energy and nature

Staatsbosbeheer
Province of Utrecht

Natuurmonumenten
Utrechts Landschap

Area cooperative O-gen

Putting solar fields on
farmlands

Natuurmonumenten
Utrechts Landschap

LTO Noord
Area cooperative Ogen

Staatsbosbeheer
Province of Utrecht

LTO Noord

Natuurmonumenten
Staatsbosbeheer
Utrechts Landschap
Province of Utrecht
Area cooperative O-gen

LTO Noord
Natuurmonumenten
Utrechts Landschap

Province of Utrecht
Area cooperative O-gen

Solar fields in the GC

Ecological solar fields as a
means to turn farmland into
nature

Staatsbosbeheer

From table 4.5, it becomes clear that actors often share a similar point of view, resulting in
discourse coalitions. Natuurmonumenten and Utrechts Landschap share the same opinion for
all four research question components. Aside from their shared discourse, they show other
similarities. Both organizations are non-governmental, aimed at preserving and acquiring
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nature and they have a contributing membership base. While conducting the interviews, both
Natuurmonumenten and Utrechts Landschap mentioned that it becomes harder for them to see
ND and climate change issues, including RE, separately. Their members also mention that
more RE generation is needed, and Natuurmonumenten has responded by placing solar panels
on some of their buildings. Still, placing solar fields within the nature they manage, is seen as
not done by both the organization’s management and members.
Staatsbosbeheer and the province of Utrecht also have very similar viewpoints, with
three out of four matching component opinions. The province of Utrecht is a governmental
organization, and Staatsbosbeheer is a semi-governmental one. They both aim for a sustainable
way of developing and managing nature, often in combination with recreational activities.
Staatsbosbeheer, being tasked with the public service of making nature accessible and relevant
to society, sees itself more as a ‘green utility company’ than a nature conservation organization.
The province of Utrecht is also increasingly mentioning the importance of combining nature
with often recreational, but sometimes economic functions.
The next coalition that can be distinguished, consists of LTO Noord and area
cooperative O-gen. This coalition does not exist based on all component opinions, but they
match based on a shared care for farmers’ livelihoods. This is not surprising for LTO Noord,
as it is a farmers’ interest organization. Area cooperative O-gen finds itself in a more difficult
position. The cooperative’s aim is to improve the quality and vitality of the rural area, by means
of connecting governmental, social, and educational organizations and businesses to each
other. By doing so, several ideas, programmes and projects are put into practice. This also
means that O-gen is concerned with both the entrepreneurs (often farmers) and nature
protectors within their working area. Area cooperative O-gen is more of a platform organization
where other organizations can meet and exchange knowledge than an active farmers advocate.
Still, both O-gen and LTO Noord agree on the notion that ND should not take place at the
expense of the farmer.
A final coalition of farmers and solar field developers should be mentioned. Interviews
with individual GC farmers or solar field developers active within the province of Utrecht
unfortunately were not conducted, so this coalition is based on data from the interviews with
other GC actors. The developers often offer a farmer a good price for the use of their land. The
farmer could be interested in diversifying his business operation, or securing a more stable
income. In any case, it comes down to the farmer and developer drafting up a business model
from which both parties benefit. Additional features, such as natural elements, are not always
taken into account as this might decrease the revenue gained by the solar energy generation.
Still, it highly depends on the individual farmer and developer what aspects beside energy
generation are taken into account. All the discourse coalitions are shown in table 4.6.
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Table 4.6: GC discourse coalitions
Coalition

Shared discourse

Shared goal

Natuurmonumenten
& Utrechts
Landschap

Ecological solar fields might be
Increasing Utrecht’s nature in both
beneficial to the NNN, but it should not quantity and quality and protecting it
be placed in existing or to-be nature
from unnatural developments

Province of Utrecht & Nature can and should be combined
Staatsbosbeheer
with other functions to make ND
possible

Providing qualitative, accessible nature
to society

LTO Noord & area
cooperative O-gen

ND should not take place at the
expense of the farmer

Protect farmers’ livelihoods

Farmers & solar field
developers

Solar fields on farmlands can form a
profitable business case

The solar field should provide enough
revenue for both farmer and developer

4.2.2 Resources, power & rules of the game
Some main power relations between the actors and coalitions can be defined when categorizing
the actors’ influence into a centre, medium or periphery position. The position they take is
dependent on - and relative to - the positions of other involved actors, which is why it is referred
to as relational power (Liefferink in Arts & Leroy, 2006). In figure 4.1, this concept is
visualized for the relevant GC solar field actors.
Figure 4.1: Relational power key actors

Based on the interview results, it seems like private landowners, most often farmers, have a
key (centre) position in the presence or absence of solar fields in the GC, since they have the
authority to decide on what developments do or do not take place on their land. The position
of municipal and sometimes provincial governments in regards to solar fields is here
categorized as medium. They have the power to approve or reject solar field licence
applications. Solar field developers can offer farmers a very favourable price for letting them
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lease their land, but often they are not interested in developing nature as well. The
national/provincial government could have a higher impact on the conditions for the design,
location, management and potential multifunctionality of solar fields through legislation,
policy, and requirements for policy applications and subsidies. Adding natural elements is not
yet a requirement for solar field projects. The most important observation regarding periphery
actors, is that nature organizations struggle to have their interests and views taken into account
in solar field projects. Adding the natural element to projected solar fields is therefore often
ignored, overlooked or simply not considered to be an added value by the average developer.
This leads to the conclusion that market actors currently have a stronger position on the
development, design, and location of solar fields than governmental organizations and nature
organizations. This finding was also confirmed during several interviews, where it was often
mentioned that solar field developers can offer a high price to the landowner, something that is
hard to prevent by the state and is hard to compete with by nature organizations.
Going more into detail on the power relations, actors and actor groups possess or have access
to certain resources which enables them to reach their goals, or to help steer other actor (groups)
towards their point of view and problem approach. Furthermore, the interaction between actors
and their resources is determined by the rules of the game, either formal or informal.
Farmers and solar field developers, being entrepreneurs, have investment power. The
farmers also possess land, so they are able to decide what they do with it, and might have the
ability to expand or trade parts of it. When the farmer and developer team up to build a solar
field, an agreement is drafted between them to establish the business arrangement. In addition
to the investment power, developers can apply for a RE subsidy (SDE+ subsidy) with the
national government. Furthermore, a permit is needed from the municipal or provincial
government for this activity. Sometimes, when a projected solar field is nearby a village, some
local resident participation is needed for a smooth process.
The province of Utrecht has legislative power, including the responsibility for an area’s
spatial planning and destination plan and granting or denying permits for solar fields. Along
with Staatsbosbeheer, the province can also possess, trade and lease land. The province could
also buy lands and assign Staatsbosbeheer to manage this area. In an extreme case, the province
also has the ability to expropriate land owners, but this does not happen that often. The province
(or municipality) also sets conditions for these permits, which could influence the design of
solar fields. Recently, the province has stated that 12 million euros will be made available for
developing about 400 hectares of GC, but it is not clear yet in what way these funds will be
supplied. Lastly, the province can commission research projects and have reports written on
topics they need to formulate a policy for. Staatsbosbeheer has the space for experimenting
with new financing mechanisms for ND (e.g. in pilot projects) by combining it with other
functions, such as RE.
LTO Noord and O-gen both work on a membership base. They perform a platform
function, where many actors and organizations are connected to each other to stimulate
collaboration. LTO is the biggest national agricultural employers’ organization, and has a
multitude of resources. They have created their own funding programme, have their own small
and medium-sized enterprise (SME) and RE advisors, as well as a lawyers team, project base
and insurance system. Furthermore, LTO is often invited to the table when agricultural policies
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are discussed. To their own members, they provide benefits such as a lower cost of energy.
LTO Noord members have to adhere to governmental rules and requirements, of course. Area
cooperative O-gen also has its own funding programme, the O-gen Fund. Businesses,
institutions and citizen initiatives can get a loan here for projects increasing the quality of the
rural area. O-gen could also be asked to draw up a lot exchange plot between their members or
for a member and surrounding actors.
Natuurmonumenten also has the ability to acquire, trade and lease their lands. Utrechts
Landschap manages their lands for eternity, meaning they will not trade their lands. Both
organizations gain their income through memberships and donations, receiving subsidies for
nature management and development (not in the GC though), and the lease of land and/or
buildings. They have both an ANBI-status (public benefit organization) and are registered as
charities. Since they have a large membership base, they are obliged to listen to what their
members want and take this into account while drafting their policies. Finally, it is not
uncommon for nature organizations and farmers to compete for land whenever a lot is for sale.
These resources, power and rules of the game are shown per coalition in table 4.7.
Table 4.7: Resources, power and rules of the game
Coalition

Resources & power

Rules of the game

Solar field
developers &
farmers

Investment power;
Eligible for SDE+ subsidy;
Acquire, trade and lease land.

Contract/agreement between farmers and
developers;
Permits are needed for building solar
fields;
Local resident participation might be
required.

Province of Utrecht
& Staatsbosbeheer

Legislative power;
Determine permit requirements;
Granting or denying permits;
Commissioning research;
Providing subsidies;
Has stated that 12 million euros will
be made available for the GC
development;
Acquire, trade and lease land;
Able to carry out pilot projects for
multifunctional nature.

Entrepreneurs submit permit applications
here;
Nature organizations apply for nature
management/land purchase subsidies here.

Has its own funding programme, SME
advisors, RE advisors, lawyer team,
project base and insurances;
Is often an involved interlocutor in
agricultural policies;
Offers membership benefits (e.g.
lower cost of gas, electricity);
Initiates pilot projects;
Membership base;

LTO members have to adhere to the rules
and requirements set by the provincial/
national government;
Compete for land with nature
organizations;
Should listen to their member’s opinions;
Is involved in projects by finding and
connecting members.

LTO Noord & Ogen

Is a public benefit organization (ANBIstatus).
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Connecting actors and organizations;
Has the O-gen Fund, where
businesses, institutions and citizen
initiatives can get a loan;
Can draw up lot exchange plots.
Natuurmonumenten
& Utrechts
Landschap

Acquire, trade and lease land;
Income from nature management
subsidies, memberships, and leasing
land or buildings;
Membership base.

Are a public benefit organization (ANBIstatus);
Are registered as a charity (CBF);
Should listen to their members’ opinions;
Apply for subsidies with the province;
Compete for land with farmers.

4.2.3 Additional political-institutional aspects from practice
This section might provide some insightful information into the political-institutional side to
ecological solar fields outside of the GC case, but in a similar situation. All interviewees
actually touched upon this aspect, even when the spatial-physical side was the main focus of
the interview. For the province of Overijssel, a slight exception was made, and the focus was
put on mostly the institutional aspect. Therefore, an overview of Overijssel’s provincial PA for
solar fields in rural areas is provided here, based on interview data with two policy officers.
This means all the actors mentioned are described as perceived by the provincial actor.
Consequently, an overview of the discourse dimension is not given here, as not enough
interview data would be available. The case of the GOB is also looked at again, now focussing
on the institutional aspects. Finally, some last suggestions by interviewees throughout this
research are shown in table 4.9.
While analysing the relational power between actors (see figure 4.1), it has become clear that
governmental actors in the Netherlands have influence on the conditions that must be met when
a developer wants to initiate a solar field project somewhere. In the province of Overijssel,
several solar field projects have been initiated by now. The provincial government has been
working on guidelines for solar field projects, which resulted in the document ‘Handreiking
kwaliteitsimpuls zonnevelden: ruimte voor zonnevelden in de groene omgeving’ (2017) (a
guide for solar field quality impulse: room for solar fields in the green environment). Currently,
a solar field should be of added value to society, benefit biodiversity and there should be a form
of temporary shared land use (province of Overijssel-II, personal communication, September
12, 2019). The province of Overijssel is involved from the beginning of the process of largescale solar field projects that take place in the rural area or in other words, the ‘green
environment’. This means the province has some influence on the design of a solar field before
the initiator submits the permit application for the project. When a project is small-scaled
and/or not of provincial importance, the municipalities are supposed to form their own policies
regarding solar fields which have to be in line with the framework set by the province (province
of Overijssel-I, personal communication, September 12, 2019). This is a sign of decentralized
governance form. Location wise, the province does not appoint areas they think are suitable for
solar fields, but rather they exclude areas where this development is unwanted. Additionally,
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the province maintains a so-called ‘solar ladder’, in which a two-step distinction in locations is
made. Step one of the ladder is comprised of rooftop solar panels on existing buildings like
housing and business parks, or on fallow land and areas in the green environment destined as
construction site. Step two is described as ‘additionally within the green environment, with the
exception of nature’ (Provincie Overijssel, 2017). Currently, the province is working on a new
version of this guide and the solar ladder, where more intermediate steps are added. An example
is the distinction between farmlands in an open landscape and farmlands close to business parks
(province of Overijssel-II, personal communication, September 12, 2019).
The experience the province has had with several initiators, is that solar fields often are
not looked at or designed from a larger perspective. It just comes down to the initiator using
the parts of the land he is able to rent from a farmer. Then, after the solar field is realized, a
small hague as a means of landscape integration is added. Solar field permits currently can only
be denied based on the design (e.g. panels are placed too close to each other) or based on the
location, e.g. if it borders an estate (province of Overijssel-II, personal communication,
September 12, 2019). This causes solar fields to be spread out over the area, as well as the
investments, which is not always beneficial to the landscape. From this perspective, it might
be better to do more large-scale projects, so that a quality impulse can be realized on a structural
level (province of Overijssel-II, personal communication, September 12, 2019). By concluding
an anterior agreement between the province and initiator, certain efforts that need to be made
by the initiator can be legally defined as well as the durance of these efforts. Also, it is more
beneficial to the province when the permission for a solar field is granted through a planning
permit instead of a zoning plan, as this prevents the landowner from being able to submit plan
blight (province of Overijssel-I, personal communication, September 12, 2019). Such an
agreement is a characteristic of public-private governance.
The CDA - also known as the farmers party - is a political party with great influence in
Overijssel, and the LTO has a stronger position here than compared to Brabant. Some farmers
even moved from Brabant to Overijssel, since it was easier to make a living here. To ‘sell’ the
idea of ‘solar farms’ with ND to farmers, you have to connect it to growth for the farmer’s
business (province of Overijssel-I, personal communication, September 12, 2019).
Energy network operators have a significant influence on the process as well. They are
tasked with expanding the energy network wherever needed, so when they refuse or are unable
to, new solar fields cannot be added to the grid. Network operators often have a wait and see
attitude, as they might only start acting when clear government regulation is in place. But a lot
of the involved parties have the same attitude; governments are not simply going to point out
where the network should be expanded, network operators are not going to expand without
good reason, and project developers could be waiting for a grid connection at a certain location
before initiating a solar field project. There are two options left for the government: instruct
network operators to expand the network based on solar field initiative requests, or based on
where the government itself would like to see these fields. Both options bring their own risks
(province of Overijssel-II, personal communication, September 12, 2019).
The biggest opportunities for a business model like the GOB one within Overijssel lie
within the ONW-areas. These are areas where entrepreneurship is connected to nature and
water challenges, and where the biggest impact on strengthening existing nature can be made
by connecting the areas (province of Overijssel-II, personal communication, September 12,
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2019). For ecological solar fields to contribute to ND, they should be placed nearby existing
nature areas.
Table 4.8: Actors, resources & rules of the game in Overijssel’s ‘rural area solar field PA’
Actors/coalitions

Resources & power

Rules of the game

Province of Overijssel

- Legislative power, issuing policies
- Defining permit requirements
- Spatial planning

- Granting permits
- Anterior agreement between
province & developer

Farmer (landowner)

- Possession of land

- Leases his land to developer

Solar field developer

- Investment power
- Determines solar field design

- Applies for a permit with the
province/municipality
- Leases a farmer’s land
- Anterior agreement between
province & developer

Energy network operator

- Expand the energy network
capacity

- Should expand the energy network
when necessary

It becomes clear that for the province of Overijssel, to guarantee the best possible development
which benefits both RE and nature, you have to look at a higher, structural level instead of per
lot. Solar fields could contribute in two ways, either by developing nature on the field itself, or
by intensively using one area for solar energy generation and with the money generated from
that investing in nature nearby. The conflict that is found here, however, is that even though
the provincial government would like to see structural developments, it is not prepared to
designate areas where these developments should take place. Another conflict might be found
because of this structural view. For solar fields to be designed as fitting to their area as possible,
one must look at a detail level, to find out what the best possible design is for that specific area
and keeping in mind the desired ND goal. On the other hand, there is the need to look at a
higher level, to review all possibilities for a larger area. Additionally, for the RE challenge, it
is becoming more pressing to take large steps forward and realize projects that significantly
contribute to the total RE generation within a province - i.e., large-scale RE projects.
Finally, in table 4.9, many more political-institutional aspects as mentioned in the interviews
with all respondents are listed. These are shown just to provide some insight into the
interviewees’ current trains of thought, as they were not specifically invited to discuss this
research track in-depth.
Table 4.9: Additional political-institutional aspects/considerations (all actors)
Category

Aspect/consideration

Supported by

Actors &
coalitions

The area planning process becomes tougher when there are Eelerwoude
more local residents (not necessarily a negative aspect)
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When investors are willing to wait for a longer time to
recoup their investments, the field can be designed leaving
more free space in between

Cruydt-Hoeck

The solar field developer is often decides how and by who
the field is managed

GOB-I

Aside from technicians, landscape architects should also be Eelerwoude, Kwekerij, PO,
involved in the process
Waardenburg

Power &
resources

Rules of the
game

The approval for and realization of a solar field strongly
depends on the wishes of the municipality and province

Eelerwoude, Kwekerij, PO

Take into account the wishes of the farmer and possibly
adapt nature goals, so that they stay involved in the project

LTO

The level of financial feasibility of the business case
influences the budget left for ND

Cruydt-Hoeck, Eelerwoude

Panels with a higher efficiency might result in more
financial capacity for ND

Eelerwoude

There is a lack of monitoring due to a lack of resources

Eelerwoude, Kwekerij,
Waardenburg

The new SDE subsidy might influence the requirements
for solar parks

Eelerwoude

The current SDE requirements cause developers to go for
easy profits, e.g. large-scale solar fields without added
social value

GOB-I, PU-I

Solar field requirements should not be part of the SDE, but
the planning permit

SBB-II

A conflict often occurs between nature and farm interests
when farmlands are chosen as a location

Kwekerij, PO

Developers offer landowners too high a price for their
land, which causes unequal competition for land
depreciation

Eelerwoude, GOB-I, PO,
SBB-II

If ecology is not a requirement set by a (local) government, Eelerwoude, PO, Vrijopnaam
it is hard to convince the developer to take it into account
Social support for an ecological solar field is higher than
for a non-ecological field

GOB-I, Kwekerij, PU-I, UL,
Waardenburg

(Partial) local ownership of the solar field might also
increase social support

Kwekerij, O-gen, PU-I
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Discourse

Municipalities depend on developers for solar field
initiatives

Eelerwoude, GOB-I,
Kwekerij, O-gen

The landowner decides what happens with the area when
the solar field is removed, unless its future function is
recorded in a legal document in advance

Cruydt-Hoeck, SBB-I, UL

ND could also be financed from a landscape fund, to
which a developer should contribute when building a solar
field

Cruydt-Hoeck, PO, SBB-II

To safeguard ND efforts, they should be agreed upon and
legally recorded beforehand with all stakeholders

UL

To start ecological solar field projects in the GC, there has
to be a support for it among farmers

PU-I

If a solar field exceeds 10 hectares, the cable becomes
more expensive. So often, developers optimize the field’s
size for the cable connection

PU-I

The ground underneath ecological solar fields is not
allowed to be categorized as biological, according to
current legislation. So any byproduct (grass cuttings, wool
from grazing sheep) cannot be marked biological

GOB-II

Temporal multifunctionality of a solar field can be legally
documented and guaranteed through an anterior agreement

PO

Governments might be able to make certain areas more
interesting for fields by the means of a solar ladder

PO

A subsidy issue might occur when the policy domains of
energy, agriculture and nature come together. Can you
‘stack’ subsidies?

PO

ND could also be framed as climate adaptation

O-gen

The energy transition is now in the second of three stages:
combining energy with its physical surroundings

Eelerwoude

Society often thinks of solar fields as industrial and an eye
sore

Eelerwoude

An ecological design is more likely when it is considered
before the location is decided upon

Waardenburg

A temporality of 15 years for a field is feasible in a
business case

GOB-I, SBB-I, O-gen

By combining nature with energy, it might attract new
kinds of developers and business cases

GOB-I
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The political support of provinces and municipalities is
also partly determined by the national politic’s view on
solar fields

GOB-I, PO

Local resident participation slows down the process.
Biodiversity should be a boundary condition instead.

Vrijopnaam

The national and provincial government should take on a
more leading role, and policies should be clearer

Cruydt-Hoeck, LTO, O-gen,
PO, UL, Vrijopnaam

ND on the field does not guarantee that it will remain
nature

Cruydt-Hoeck, NM, UL, PO

The GC’s development is not happening because of a lack
of financing

LTO, NM, O-gen, PU-I, SBBI, UL

You could also connect housing to ND in the GC. That
way you have a large financing source

SBB-II

Temporal solar fields might not turn out to be temporal if
they are still needed. It would be more appealing to keep it
instead of building a new one elsewhere

NM, UL

The GOB-model is mainly interesting to the landowner,
not the developer

PO

If a field is close to a residential area, you could also
connect it directly to the housing block instead of to the
energy network

PO

Looking at table 4.5, there is not one component that all stakeholders agree upon. More
importantly, there is no real dominant discourse on the idea of solar fields in the GC. All actors
except LTO Noord remain neutral, and refrain from opposing or supporting it. The concept of
combining RE and ND is still relatively new, and monitoring still has to take place on a larger
scale, which might explain this lack of dominant discourse.
4.2.4 Conclusion
A multitude of political-institutional requirements and aspects is now found by looking at the
GC arrangement, an example from another province, and some remarks from the remaining
interviewees. Depending on the dimension from which one enters the policy arrangement,
some aspects are more striking than others. Here, the arrangement was entered from the actordiscourse dimension, leading to an overview of proposing and opposing views regarding the
potential of ecological solar fields in the GC. The political-institutional aspects are presented
along the four PA dimensions of actors, resources and power, rules of the game, and discourses.
Looking at Utrecht’s GC, actor coalitions are defined based on their shared discourse, resulting
in four groups: (1) Natuurmonumenten & Utrechts Landschap, who believe ecological solar
fields might be beneficial to the NNN, but should not be placed in existing or to-be nature, (2)
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the province of Utrecht & Staatsbosbeheer, who think nature can and should be combined with
other functions to make ND possible, (3) LTO Noord & O-gen, believing ND should not take
place at the expense of the farmer, and (4) individual farmers and solar field developers, who
think solar fields on farmlands can form a profitable business case. The nature organizations
are not supportive of the combination of solar fields and ND, while LTO Noord is not
supportive of the idea of solar fields on farmlands. Ecological consultancy agencies, however,
are quite optimistic about the combination of solar fields with either nature or agriculture and
foresee many options for both. Looking at the relational power, market actors currently have a
stronger influence on the development, design, and location of solar fields than governmental
and nature organizations. A final observation, is that three policy domains come together when
talking about ecological solar fields in the GC. The nature domain steered by decentralized
governance, the agriculture domain steered by public-private governance, and the renewable
energy domain, regulated by interactive governance all meet here.
The Overijssel case shows that energy network operators form an additional important
actor, as they are responsible for the expansion of the energy network. The province’s dilemma
here is having to choose between requiring expansion of the network according to where the
solar field initiatives are, or to designate where the network should be expanded, so more solar
fields could be built there. Another dilemma is the size of the solar field. For RE, a larger solar
field is more beneficial, as it generates a substantial amount of energy. For ND however, it
might be more beneficial to develop several smaller fields, as this allows a more optimal design
for (surrounding) nature. The case also adds that provinces maintain a ‘solar ladder’ indicating
the different levels of area suitability, even though the developers often decide on the location
for a solar field. Still, the government determines – through permit requirements or with an
anterior agreement – what the basic conditions for a solar field are. Another important factor
that the Overijssel case points out, are the national SDE subsidy rules, as they seem to cause
developers to go for easy profits, i.e. large-scale solar fields without added social or natural
value. If fields are located on farmlands, it is important to get the landowner/farmer excited
about the solar field by connecting the development to a business growth perspective and
involving him in the process. A final observation is that the social support for an ecological
solar field tends to be higher than for a non-ecological field. The GOB case then shows that an
area similar to the GC is definitely suitable for making the combination of ND and RE. When
turning these farmlands into nature while exploiting a solar field as a financing mechanism, it
is important that the provincial government is involved to guarantee compensation for the
diminished land value - or to find another way to compensate farmers.
For the GC, it seems unclear which actor has the leading role in the development of the
GC that is currently at a standstill. Provincial goals do not seem to be clear for these areas, and
there are no subsidies available for those - often nature organizations - willing to develop nature
here. Nature and agriculture policies tend to be highly regulated, which is often experienced by
farmers as if they are being restrained in their business operations. It is important to come to
concrete plans through collaboration between the province, landowners/farmers, and nature
organizations so that all interests are taken into account.
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5. CONCLUSION
The research question stated at the beginning of this thesis was: ‘what are the barriers to and
opportunities for ecological solar fields in the Green Contour?’ Starting with the barriers, one
of the main ones is that by putting ecological solar fields on farmlands, three different policy
domains and different governance modes come together. This could make the division of roles
and responsibilities among stakeholders unclear. A subsidy issue might also occur, as it is
unclear if subsidies from multiple domains are ‘stacked’. Within the actor dimension, a barrier
is formed by the lack of mutual trust in the relationship between actor groups LTO and nature
organizations. In the resource dimension, lack of funding presents itself as a barrier to the GC’s
development. Regarding the location of solar fields, the province struggles with finding a
suitable location as most of the space is already in use or designated for some land use.
Multifunctionality seems to become more of a necessity. A barrier to adding the ecological
aspect to solar fields, is that it is rarely required by a governmental body. As the ecological
aspect implies a less intensive solar panel setup, thus requiring more space and more expenses,
developers are not likely to voluntarily include it in their plans. Finally, in the discourse
dimension, the opposing or sceptical views of LTO Noord, Natuurmonumenten and Utrechts
Landschap regarding the sun-for-nature structure form another difficulty.
Opportunities are also present. Since there is not enough funding for the development of the
GC, the sun-for-nature structure could attract new kinds of initiators, revenue models, financing
models and multifunctional land uses in the ND domain. The characteristics of ecological solar
fields have also shown to be potentially beneficial to surrounding nature, or even form a natural
buffer. Looking at what the GOB case has shown, the fields can contribute significantly to ND
if they are temporal. Additionally, a solar field could also function as a climate adaptive
landscape element. Another opportunity is the potentially increased social support, as ecology
is often experienced as a positive aspect to the field that would otherwise be perceived as an
industrial structure.

6. DISCUSSION
In the introduction of this thesis, it is mentioned that one of the contributors to biodiversity loss
is the conversion of natural ecosystems into croplands and pastures, creating simplified
ecosystems with a (much) lower biodiversity. The natural areas in the Netherlands are under a
lot of external pressure due to housing and infrastructure projects, nitrogen emissions from
livestock farming, and a less strict ND policy along with less funding over the years. The NNN
is not yet fully realized and achieving its full development in target year 2027 is debatable. The
GC development is at a complete standstill. These facts led to the initial expectation in this
thesis that a sun-for-nature structure on GC farmlands forms a promising option to explore, as
it would provide a much needed economic impulse for ND and at the same time contribute to
the province’s RE targets.
The spatial-physical research track shows a multitude of options for designing solar
fields in a way that benefits nature if they are placed on biodiversity-poor lands. The GOB case
especially shows that farmlands destined to become nature form an optimal location to test out
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the sun-for-nature structure. It can thus be suggested that ecological solar fields, based on their
spatial-physical conditions, would fit well on GC farmlands. A striking observation is that in
many interviews, the combination of solar fields with wet nature came up. This type of nature
forms the largest part of the ND challenge for most provinces, but it also seems to be the most
promising one. Hydrological systems can be restored, land subsidence and peat oxidation could
be reduced, and spaces for meadow birds might be created. Long term effects, however, still
need to be monitored before conclusions can be drawn on the total effect of ecological solar
fields on their surroundings. It is therefore crucial that standardized monitoring takes place as
soon as possible, so insight is created in the positive and negative effects of ecological solar
fields on their environment.
The political-institutional research track however points out difficulties that arise when
discussing the possibility of ecological solar fields on farmlands. Nature organizations express
their reluctancy, as it might result in multifunctional land use instead of purely ND. LTO Noord
is afraid it might endanger their member farmer’s livelihoods. The province, however, is keen
on finding new revenue models for ND and is also looking for innovation and change in the
agricultural policy domain. When looking at ecological solar fields in the GC, the decentralized
governance mode that steers the nature domain, the public-private mode in the agriculture
domain, and an interactive governance mode for the RE domain come together. It is
conceivable that this could cause a barrier for a clear GC development plan, as the provincial
government has to take on several different roles at once if these domains come together right
now. It seems inevitable that the division of roles and responsibilities across the actor groups
from state, market, and civil society would become unclear. For instance, say the provincial
government would initiate a ND project involving RE. This would automatically involve
market actors such as solar field developers, energy companies, landowners and land managers
such as farmers and nature organizations. Even though the government is the only main ND
initiator, they are not the only initiator in the RE and agricultural domains. The roles of other
stakeholders would become debatable; should they let the government determine what
developments take place, at what pace, and by who? Or should they have a say in it too? After
all, looking at the agriculture domain, farmers do have a say in that (through LTO), and when
looking at RE, an interactive process by the means of RES regions has already started.
Additionally, when looking at solar fields specifically instead of the RE domain as a whole, it
seems like there is more of a public-private governance mode present. The fact that there are
different governance modes at play, might also explain why the GC’s development is currently
at a standstill. The government expects landowners to develop the grounds, as is fitting to the
agriculture's public-private governance mode. At the same time, farmers expect more guidance
and support from the government, which makes sense from nature’s decentralized governance
mode. As multifunctional land use is clearly becoming a necessity, the suggestion can be made
that it is helpful to explore in what way policy domains can be combined or integrated. The
upcoming national Environment and Planning Act (in Dutch: Omgevingswet) and
Environment Vision (in Dutch: Omgevingsvisie) are supposed to integrate several spatial
developments. The expectation is that this act and vision foresee the integration of spatial
developments from different policy domains, so a suggestion here is to take a look at how the
three GC policy domains can be integrated.
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In the beginning stage of this thesis, the aim was set to select specific lands within the GC and
investigate physical and institutional aspects of those particular lands. However, due to time
limitations, the GC is looked at from a broader perspective, and instead of interviewing
individual farmers and estate owners, LTO Noord and nature organisations are involved. More
detailed information on the GC case and its stakeholders would likely have been obtained by
individual interviews or surveys. Additionally, the research method used in this thesis cannot
guarantee full reliability. As the study is based on actor perceptions at a specific moment in
time, these perceptions might be already changing, meaning that if the research is conducted
again in the same way, different results can be found.
This thesis focuses on the GC as a case study area, and many similarities between the
GC and the GOB case are found. Perhaps there are more GC-like areas in the country to which
some of the findings here might apply. By including the province of Overijssel and the GOB
in the data analysis, a comparison on the political-institutional perspective could be made with
Utrecht. It would be more interesting, however, to research all twelve provinces to see what
their tactics are regarding the energy transition, ND, and finding new revenue models for
agriculture and nature.
This thesis shows that even though ecological solar fields are not present yet in the GC,
stakeholders have already formed strong opinions on the topic. It also shows the relational
power between actor groups, demonstrating the strong position market actors currently have.
Furthermore, it indicates that multifunctional land use is unavoidable, which is recognized by
the government in the form of the upcoming Environment and Planning Act and Environment
Vision. Still, even with all these difficulties, ecological solar fields have proven to be a useful
concept for biodiversity-poor areas in need of a financial impulse. Without any further
exploration of the sun-for-nature structure, the GC transformation will likely remain
underfunded as not much other options present themselves. Farmers maintain their current
business operations, and nature organizations remain unable to obtain GC grounds.
Recommendations for further research are (1) to find out what individual GC farmers think
about the sun-for-nature structure and in what way they would support this development, (2)
research the GC-like areas in all twelve provinces to find out if there are other, new revenue
models being tested for ND, (3) contribute to a monitoring program for all current and future
ecological solar fields to keep track of their environmental impact, and (4) investigate the
relation between this research topic, multifunctional land use, and policy integration.
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7. RECOMMENDATIONS
For the national government, a recommendation would be to set up a national monitoring
programme for the environmental impact of solar fields as soon as possible. Nature
organisations understand the enthusiasm about a sun-for-nature structure, but are not able to
join in this enthusiasm until more is known about the long-term effects of solar fields.
Recommendations for the provincial government would be to include natural value as a
boundary condition to all solar field permits or anterior agreements. Additionally, the province
has to start a pilot project in the GC with the temporal sun-for-nature structure, to actually see
what its potential could be here. On a provincial level, SMOs and LTO have to improve their
relationship, so that mutual distrust decreases and more collaboration is possible – especially
when keeping in mind that policy domains will become more integrated.
Recommendations for the NMU would be to be remain alert to how well policy domains are
being integrated in the upcoming provincial Environment and Planning Act and Environment
Vision. It might also prove to be worthwhile to have or facilitate conversations with and/or
between nature organizations, LTO, provincial and municipal governments, area cooperatives
and individual farmers to further explore the discourse on ecological solar fields. Perhaps the
NMU could create some room for discussion regarding the sun-for-nature structure, using the
GOB case as an example to inspire farmers, nature organizations, and developers. The NMU
has already developed a solar ladder, and building on this idea, another option would be to
(co)create some sort of ‘idea book’, showing the many ways in which a solar field can form a
benefit to its (surrounding) biodiversity. Ecologic consultancy agency Eelerwoude has already
developed some sort of idea book (see https://www.eelerwoude.nl/project/voorbeeldenboekenergielandschappen/) which, together with the GOB case, might result in a pretty concrete
example of an ecological solar field that would fit within the GC.
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